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ABSTRACT
“The theory is not yet music”:
An Analysis of Pierre Schaeffer’s Etude aux allures.
by
Jacob Sachs-Mishalanie
Advisor: Douglas Geers
Throughout his career, Pierre Schaeffer composed several sound works to test and inspire
his evolving musical theories. By composing with edited sound recordings, rather than traditional
musical instruments, he hoped to discover new ways of creating musical structures based on
sound parameters other than pitch. This study is an analysis of Schaeffer’s sound work Etude aux
allures. This Etude examines the musical potential of the sound parameter allure, which is
Schaeffer’s term for the pulsed modulation of pitch, volume, or other sound parameters. Without
the existence of a standardized analytical methodology, the Etude is viewed from several
perspectives. First, a typomorphological analysis of the sound-work is presented in the form of a
transcription using Lasse Thoresen’s Aural Sonology graphic notational symbols. The symbols
represent the salient characteristics of each sound object in the Etude. Next, the piece is
compared to a hypothetical compositional plan from Schaeffer’s Treatise on Musical Objects.
This comparison explains why the sounds in the piece might have been selected. Finally, the role
of the sound characteristic allure is analyzed. I argue that the Etude is an example of what
Schaeffer called a Teaching Reel, intended to help listeners focus their attention on the allure of
each sound object.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction
In search of a novel form of music, Pierre Schaeffer spent his career composing etudes
with recordings of sounds which were not traditionally considered musical. He used these etudes
to test his evolving theories about how this new music might function. In his circular process, the
theories developed in response to his compositional discoveries. He called this work Musique
concrète not because the process was exclusively focused on concrete sounds-in-themselves, but
because any abstract theories were derived from hands-on compositional experiments with
concrete sound recordings.1
The present work is an analysis of Schaeffer’s piece Etude aux allures. Composed in
1958, a full decade after his initial experiments with Musique concrète, this piece represents his
mature compositional style. The etude is one of three pieces he composed in the late 1950s:
Etude aux allures, Etude aux son animés, and Etude aux objets. While the latter two studies have
a broad focus on sound objects in general, Etude aux allures is focused on a single sound
attribute: allure.2 Allure is a Schaefferian term describing the pulsed modulation of pitch,
loudness, or spectrum. This narrow technical focus makes the piece an ideal subject for analysis.
Etude aux allures was composed while Schaeffer was writing his theoretical magnum
opus, the Treatise on Musical Objects, which was published in 1966. The study therefore has a
deep connection to the Treatise, which will provide a framework for the analyses which follow.

“When in 1948 Pierre Schaeffer gave the name Concrète to the music he invented, he wanted to emphasize that
this new music came from concrete sound material, sound heard for the purpose of trying to abstract musical values
from it.” Chion, Michel. Guide to Sound Objects. Translated by Christine North and John Dack. London, 2009. 37.
2
Bayle, François, ed. Pierre Schaeffer: L’œuvre musicale. Paris: INA-GRM, 2010. 70-72.
1

1

These analyses will be based on Schaeffer’s typomorphology, a system for rigorously
categorizing and describing sounds. I will compare the Etude to two descriptions of hypothetical
compositional plans from the Treatise. I will argue that both compositional plans provide insight
into the kinds of organizational principles Schaeffer used when composing the Etude.

1.2 Review of Literature
Pierre Schaeffer is widely considered a foundational figure in the history of electronic
music. His early etudes were among first electronic music composed with sound recordings, and
his theoretical writing established several ideas which are commonly used to conceptualize and
discuss electronic music to this day. While there is extensive scholarship explaining, expanding
upon, or disagreeing with his theoretical works, the academic discourse includes very little
discussion of his sound works themselves.
Schaeffer’s Treatise on Musical Objects serves as the foundation of this analysis.3 As the
pinnacle of his music theoretical writing, it is a wide-ranging work including ideas about
traditional music, modes of listening, sound objects, sound categorization, and speculations on
how new forms of music could work. These concepts are expanded in his Solfège de l’object
sonore, a multi-disk album and book.4 The sound examples from the latter include fragments of
instrumental and noise recordings, along with excerpts of pieces by twentieth-century
composers. Interestingly, Schaeffer does not cite any of his own works among these examples.

3

Schaeffer, Pierre, Christine North, and John Dack. Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines.
California Studies in 20th-Century Music 20. Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2017.
4
Schaeffer, Pierre, and Guy Reibel. Solfège de l’objet sonore. Translated by Livia Bellagamba and Laura Acuña.
Paris, France: INA-GRM, 2005.
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Each sound example is paired with a description of how it was created and edited, and how it
illustrates a concept from the Treatise.
Michel Chion’s Guide to Sound Objects is a resource for understanding Schaeffer’s
Treatise on Musical Objects. 5 It was conceived as an index of ideas from the Treatise, with each
entry explained in clear and concise language. Functioning as a Schaefferian dictionary, Chion’s
writing is incredibly helpful for navigating the context-specific vocabulary of the Treatise. While
Schaeffer’s sound works are occasionally mentioned, the focus remains on his theoretical
writing.
Lasse Thoresen’s Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations adapts Schaeffer’s
typomorphology, a system for categorizing and describing sounds, into a set of graphic notation
symbols.6 Thoresen uses this system, called Aural Sonology, to transcribe a wide variety of
works ranging from twentieth-century electroacoustic pieces to common practice era classical
music. Once again, none of Schaeffer’s sound works are discussed. Thoresen’s essay
Spectromorphological Analysis of Sound Objects: An Adaptation of Pierre Schaeffer’s
Typomorphology is an excellent and easy-to-access introduction to Aural Sonology. 7
Another adaptation of Schaeffer’s typomorphology may be found in Denis Smalley’s
well-known essay Spectromorphology: explaining sound shapes.8 While Smalley does not
borrow Schaefferian categories for describing sounds, spectromorphology and typomorphology
have a lot in common: a foregrounding of spectra and dynamic contour, a focus on listening and

5

Chion, Guide to Sound Objects.
Thoresen, Lasse. Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations. Studies in Music. London, Ontario: University of
Western Ontario, 2015.
7
Thoresen, Lasse, and Andreas Hedman. “Spectromorphological Analysis of Sound Objects: An Adaptation of
Pierre Schaeffer’s Typomorphology.” Organised Sound 12, no. 2 (August 2007): 129–41.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1355771807001793.
8
Smalley, Denis. “Spectromorphology: Explaining Sound-Shapes.” Organised Sound 2, no. 2 (August 1997): 107–
26. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1355771897009059.
6
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perception, and a prioritization of a sound’s intrinsic qualities over its external associations.
While Thoresen uses Aural Sonology to discuss a wide variety of sounds and musics, Smalley
acknowledges that Spectromorphology is narrowly intended for timbre-focused electroacoustic
music.9
Analyses of Schaeffer’s sound works are uncommon. Denis Dufour created a hand-drawn
transcription and analysis of the piece Étude aux objets. The project is described on his website
as an unpublished student project from 1978. 10 In a personal correspondence with Pierre
Couprie,11 he suggested that I could find this analysis in a collection of essays published by INAGRM titled Polychrome Portrait: Pierre Schaeffer. While a record of this text exists online,
unfortunately it is out of print, and I have not been able to access it. 12 Michael Gatt analyzed
Schaeffer’s first sound work Étude aux chemins de fer.13 The analysis is based on Schaeffer’s
typomorphological categories and includes a structural map of the piece created by annotating an
image of the audio waveform.
Audio of Schaeffer’s complete sound works have been published by INA-GRM as a CD
box set called L’œuvre musicale.14 The set includes extensive liner notes in French and English,
with brief descriptions, background information, and relevant quotations about every piece. Once
again, this collection is unfortunately out of print and difficult to access. Thankfully, audio files

9

Ibid., 109.
Dufour, Denis. “Étude Aux Objets [Pierre Schaeffer]. Relevé et Analyse de Denis Dufour.” Accessed June 28,
2022. https://www.denisdufour.fr/analyse-etude-aux-objets.
11
Pierre Couprie is Professor of Musicology and Technologies at Paris-Sinclay University. He is the creator of
iAnalyze, a free software application for creating non-traditional musical transcriptions.
12
“Polychrome Portrait: Pierre Schaeffer,” August 15, 2008. https://inagrm.com/fr/showcase/news/218/portraitpolychrome-pierre-schaeffer.
13
Gatt, Michael. “Michael Gatt’s Étude Aux Chemins De Fer Analysis,” 2011.
http://orema.dmu.ac.uk/analyses/michael-gatt%E2%80%99s-e%CC%81tude-aux-chemins-de-fer-analysis.
14
Bayle, François, ed. Pierre Schaeffer: L’œuvre musicale. Paris: INA-GRM, 2010.
10
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for many of Schaeffer’s sound works are available on Ubuweb,15 and the English liner notes
from L’œuvre musicale have been scanned and posted by Monoskop.16
Thom Holmes’ book Electronic and Experimental Music is a broad historical
introduction to electronic music from around the world.17 It includes an excellent survey of
Schaeffer’s work, including information on his music theory, his compositional techniques, and
listening guides for a few of his sound works.
Carlos Palombini has written extensively about Schaeffer, with several essays published
about the history of his work. His doctoral thesis is a study of typomorphology.18
While several resources mentioned so far include information on the equipment in
Schaeffer’s studio, Daniel Terrugi’s essay Technology and musique concrete: the technical
developments of the Groupe de Recherches Musicales and their implication in musical
composition is the most detailed. 19 This essay describes the development of equipment and
techniques used in Schaeffer’s studio, and how it continued to develop after he stopped
composing in the 1970s.
Many essays approach Schaeffer’s work from a philosophical perspective. Brian Kane’s
Sound Unseen focuses on the relationship between Schaeffer’s concept of reduced listening and
the philosophical school of phenomenology.20 For a wide variety of philosophical perspectives

“Pierre Schaeffer (1910-1995).” Accessed June 28, 2022. https://www.ubu.com/sound/schaeffer.html.
Monoskop. “File:Schaeffer_Pierre_L_oeuvre_musicale_album_booklet_English_section.Pdf,” September 14,
2014. https://monoskop.org/File:Schaeffer_Pierre_L_oeuvre_musicale_album_booklet_English_section.pdf.
17
Holmes, Thom. Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture. Fifth edition. New York,
NY ; Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2016.
18
Palombini, Carlos Vicente de Lima. “Pierre Schaeffers Typo-Morphology of Sonic Objects.” Doctoral, Durham
University, 1993. http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/1191/.
19
Teruggi, Daniel. “Technology and Musique Concrète: The Technical Developments of the Groupe de Recherches
Musicales and Their Implication in Musical Composition.” Organised Sound 12, no. 3 (December 2007): 213–31.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1355771807001914.
20
Kane, Brian. Sound Unseen: Acousmatic Sound in Theory and Practice. New York, NY: Oxford University Press,
2014.
15
16

5

on Schaeffer’s work, see the Proceedings of the International Conference: Pierre Schaeffer:
MediArt,21 and the essay collection Sound Objects.22
This survey of scholarship shows that while there is great interest Pierre Schaeffer’s
thinking, his sound works themselves have been largely ignored. This dissertation seeks to
contribute to this unexplored territory and suggest a possible path forward for analyzing other
works by Schaeffer.

1.3 Chapter Outline
The final section of Chapter One will outline two concepts which will serve as useful
background information. First, I will discuss Schaeffer’s typomorphology, a system for
categorizing and describing sound objects. In typomorphology, every sound object is described
by a set of sound criteria. Next, I will discuss Thoresen’s Aural Sonology, the graphic notation
system I will use to transcribe Etude aux allures.
In Chapter Two, I will discuss the compositional plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds
from Schaeffer’s Treatise. The plan is introduced as an ideal study for a beginner. It is comprised
of three principles, indicating the desired characteristics of the sound objects that should be
included in the study. The compositional plan itself is quite brief, and so this chapter will unpack
each part, making connections to Schaeffer’s more developed ideas.
Chapter Three is an analysis of Etude aux allures through the lens of the compositional
plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds. In this analysis, each sound object is analyzed and
categorized into one of several sustainment categories. The results are then compared to the

21

Schaeffer, Pierre, Jerica Ziherl, and Moderna Galerija, eds. Pierre Schaeffer: MediArt: Proceedings of the
International Converence. Rijeka: Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, 2011.
22
Steintrager, James A., and Rey Chow, eds. Sound Objects. Durham: Duke University Press, 2019.

6

distribution of sound qualities called for in Schaeffer’s compositional plan. I argue that the
principles of The Study of Sustained Sounds may have been Schaeffer’s framework for starting
Etude aux allures, which was then further developed to highlight allure.
Chapter Four compares Etude aux allures to a type of study Schaeffer called a Teaching
Reel. Teaching Reels are intended to emphasize some sound criterion, in this case allure, so that
it is obvious even to inexperienced listeners. I argue that the Etude is a teaching reel because it
highlights a wide variety of kinds of allure. I then demonstrate how the Etude goes beyond the
goal of a teaching reel by using allure to create a simple musical trajectory.

1.4 Typomorphology and Aural Sonology
This section is a brief overview of Pierre Schaeffer’s Typomorphology and Lasse
Thoresen’s Aural Sonology. These concepts will provide useful background knowledge for the
chapters which follow. While this is intended to be enough context for reading the present work,
further reading would be necessary for a complete understanding of the topics. For a brief but
thorough introduction to both concepts, I recommend reading Thoresen’s essay
Spectromorphological Analysis of Sound Objects: An adaptation of Pierre Schaeffer’s
Typomorphology.23
Schaeffer’s Program of Musical Research is a system intended to guide composers and
researchers in analyzing sound objects and developing new forms of music. The goal was “to
understand how the musical can be fashioned from the sonorous, from the totality of sound that

Thoresen, Lasse, and Andreas Hedman. “Spectromorphological Analysis of Sound Objects: An Adaptation of
Pierre Schaeffer’s Typomorphology.” Organised Sound 12, no. 2 (August 2007): 129–41.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1355771807001793.
23

7

we hear as part of our lived experience.”24 While pitch relationships were central to traditional
music, the program searched for other sound criteria which were perceptually strong enough to
replace the musical function of pitch.
The program was comprised of five parts: typology, morphology, characterology,
analysis, and synthesis. These parts are as follows: in typology, a stream of sound is divided into
distinct sound objects, which are then roughly sorted into types. In morphology, sound objects
are described in detail using a fixed set of criteria. In characterology, sound objects are analyzed
for “bundles” of criteria which work together to create different genres of sound objects. In
analysis, our perception of each sound criterion is scrutinized to see if it can form scales, called
calibrations, and abstract relationships equivalent to pitch intervals. In synthesis, the previous
findings are structured into rules to guide composers, acting as a new kind of music theory.25 The
first two stages, often referred to in a pair as typomorphology, were developed in detail in the
Treatise. However, the latter three stages were incomplete and described vaguely.
In the following chapters, typomorphology will serve as the basic framework for
discussing Etude aux allures. Sound objects are categorized and described using several criteria.
Typology involves two main criteria: mass and sustainment. Morphology involves seven criteria:
mass, harmonic timbre, dynamic, grain, allure, melodic profile, and mass profile. In the context
of the present work, it is not necessary to make a distinction between typology and morphology,
so all typomorphological criteria will be used together to discuss the Etude.
Lasse Thoresen’s Aural Sonology is an adaptation of typomorphology. With a few
adjustments, Aural Sonology assigns a graphic symbol to each typomorphological criterion and

Dack, John. “Pierre Schaeffer and the (Recorded) Sound Source.” In Sound Objects, edited by James A.
Steintrager and Rey Chow. Durham: Duke University Press, 2019. 37.
25
Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 100.
24
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category. By overlaying these symbols on a timeline or spectrogram, a piece can be transcribed
and analyzed. The following paragraphs will survey all criteria and symbols relevant to the
transcription and analyses of Etude aux allures.

1.4.2 Mass
Mass is a criterion which describes how a sound object occupies the pitch field.26 There
are three basic kinds of mass. Sound objects with pitched mass have a clear pitch, while sound
objects with complex mass do not. A cymbal crash is an example of a sound with a complex
mass. Dystonic mass exists between these two types, with a combination of pitched frequencies,
clusters, and noise.27 A metallic bell with an inharmonic spectrum is an example of dystonic
mass. Each mass type is graphically represented by a shape, as seen in Table 1.1.
The shapes representing mass type can be filled in or open. The filled in shapes represent
a “full” mass with overtones, while open shapes represent a “thinner” mass, like pure sine tones
or narrow bands of noise. Additionally, each mass type can be described as stable, meaning it
has a fixed pitch, or variable, meaning it has a dynamic pitch. An example of variable mass is a
glissando. Stable mass is graphically represented by a horizontal line, while variable mass is
represented by an angled line, following the mass contour.

26

Ibid., 162.
Thoresen, “Spectromorphological Analysis of Sound Objects: An Adaptation of Pierre Schaeffer’s
Typomorphology,” 6. Thoresen gave the title Dystonic to the morphological class of masses Schaeffer called sons
cannelé, or channeled sounds. See Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 165, for all classes of mass.
27
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Table 1.1 Aural Sonology Mass Symbols

Mass Type

Symbol for
Stable Mass

Symbol for
Variable Mass

Pitched Mass

Definition

Sound objects with a clear pitch.

Dystonic Mass

Sound objects with a combination of
pitched frequencies, clusters, and
noise.

Complex Mass

Sound objects without a clear pitch.

1.4.3 Sustainment
For lack of a clearer definition, the criterion Sustainment describes how a sound sustains
in time.28 Aural Sonology has symbols for seven types of sustainment. I will begin with the three
simplest types: An impulse is a short burst of sound with no continuation. A held sound is
sustained continuously. An iterated sound is a unified group of rapid impulses, like a drum roll.
As sustainment becomes slightly less unified, two additional types are created. Stratified
sound objects have multiple simultaneous parts. When describing stratified sounds, Thoresen
provides the example of a “sustained sound with a prominent harmonic.”29 Schaeffer provides
the example of a high piano note, which combines the percussive sound of the hammer with the
sound of the resonating string. 30 Compound sound objects include two parts in succession.
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Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 128.
Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 267.
30
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 370.
29
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Thoresen’s example of a composite sound is grace note paired with a primary note. 31 Schaeffer’s
example is a recording of a metal sheet crossfaded into a low piano note. 32
The remaining two sustainment types are defined by a higher level of unpredictability.
Vacillating sounds are sustained continuously, with unpredictable pitch, dynamics, and/or
timbre. Accumulations are like iterative sounds where the individual impulses have similarly
unpredictable qualities.
Graphic symbols for all sustainment types can be found in Table 1.2. Following the
organization of both Schaeffer and Thoresen, impulses are positioned at the center. Various types
of continuous sustainment are listed above impulses, and various types of discontinuous
sustainment are listed below. The most complex sustainment types are at the boundaries, while
simpler types are in the center.

31
32

Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 267.
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 371.
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Table 1.2 Aural Sonology Sustainment Symbols

Category

Sustainment
Type

Symbol

Continuously sustaining sound
object with unpredictable pitch,
dynamics, and/or timbre.

Vacillating

Continuous
Sustainment

Sound object with multiple
simultaneous parts.

Stratified

Held

Discontinuous
Sustainment

Definition

Sound object held continuously.

Impulse

Short burst of sound.

Iterated

Discontinuous group of rapidly
repeated impulses.

Composite

Multiple parts in succession.
Discontinuous group of rapidly
repeated impulses with
unpredictable pitch, dynamics,
and/or timbre.

Accumulation

To best suit this context, I have modified the symbol used to represent composite sound
objects. Thoresen represents composite sounds as two or three shapes slurred together, followed
by a bracket and horizontal continuation line, as seen in Table 1.2. While this symbol
successfully represents the idea that multiple sounds are perceived as a single unit, it does not
allow the individual parts to be transcribed in detail. Therefore, my transcription of Etude aux
allures will instead transcribe each part of a composite sound normally and represent their unity
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with an enclosing rectangle. For example, see Figure 1.1. This composite sound includes two
parts: a held sound followed by a percussive sound with a resonating ending.

Figure 1.1 Example of the transcription of a composite sound object.

1.4.4 Note Onsets and Endings
This leads to the next typomorphological criteria: note onsets and endings. Aural
Sonology includes seven types of note onsets, which are slight variations of those defined by
Schaeffer. They range from sharp percussive attacks (called brusque onsets) to dal niente swells
(described as having no onset).33 A definition of each kind of note onset is not necessary for
reading this study, but I will occasionally refer to this criterion when describing sound objects.
Aural Sonology also includes a set of five note endings which are related to the types of
note onsets. This criterion was not included in Schaeffer’s typomorphology. However, he did
describe one type of note ending in the planned Study of Sustained Sounds. The relevant note
ending is called a resonating ending, which Thoresen describes as a sound object which is “let
free to resonate until it dies out.”34 Percussive sounds, plucked instruments, or impulses with

Thoresen, “Spectromorphological Analysis of Sound Objects: An Adaptation of Pierre Schaeffer’s
Typomorphology,” 11.
34
Ibid., 12.
33
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reverberation often have resonating endings. The graphic symbol for a resonating ending is the
traditional musical notation symbol for a tie. For example, see Figure 1.1.

1.4.5 Allure
The last typomorphological criterion I will introduce is allure. Chion defines allure as
“the characteristic fluctuation in the sustainment of certain sound objects, instrumental or vocal
vibrato being examples.”35 Chapter 4 includes an in-depth discussion of allure, and so here I will
only briefly introduce its transcription. Allure can be transcribed by adding a symbol on or near
the horizontal continuation line of any sound object. Pitch allure, dynamic allure, and spectral
allure each have slightly different graphic symbols, which are found in Table 1.3. Variations of
these symbols can represent different allure speeds and depths, which are found in Table 1.4.

35

Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 178.
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Table 1.3 Aural Sonology Allure Type Symbols

Allure type

Symbol

Definition
Modulation of pitch/mass.

Pitch Allure

Dynamic Allure

Modulation of loudness.

Spectral Allure

Modulation of spectrum.

Table 1.4 Aural Sonology Allure Speed and Depth Symbols

Slow Allure Speed

Medium Allure Speed

Fast Allure Speed

Shallow Allure Depth

Medium Allure Depth

Deep Allure Depth

Allure
Speed

Allure
Depth

1.4.6 Numbering
In one other modification to Thoresen’s Aural Sonology symbols, in my analysis each
sound object is numbered to simplify the process of referring to specific moments in the piece.
The numbers are listed at the top of each system and are vertically aligned with the beginning of
each sound object. For example, see Figure 1.2. In highly dense sections, the numbers are offset
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vertically. In rare instances of simultaneities, sound objects are numbered from higher to lower
mass, which is represented by the vertical position of each symbol.

Figure 1.2 Example of sound object numbering system.

1.4.7 Conclusion
This summary has introduced all Aural Sonology symbols relevant to the chapters which
follow. Of course, these symbols cannot represent all attributes of the complex sound objects
included in Etude aux allures. Rather, the transcriptions selectively highlight the most important
attributes supporting the analysis. The transcription itself is not a neutral and objective mirror of
the piece but is instead a representation of a particular perspective on the piece. Sound object
categorization is not always obvious, with some objects satisfying the requirements of multiple
categories, or existing in the grey areas between categories. When these situations arise, I will
explain the reasoning behind my decisions. In documenting the process of transcribing the piece,
rather than simply presenting a finished analytical product, I hope to support future uses of
typomorphology and Aural Sonology.
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Chapter 2: Schaeffer’s Hypothetical Study of Sustained Sounds

2.1 Introduction
An essential part of Schaeffer’s Program of Musical Research is the pair of activities he
calls translation and prose composition. Translation is listening to sounds and describing their
parameters in detail. Prose composition is arranging recorded sounds with a particular intention
or goal.1
In the English translation of the Treatise on Musical Objects, Christine North and John
Dack explain that a more literal translation of these terms would be translation from for
translation, and translation into for prose composition.2 For Schaeffer, it was important to
understand sounds from two parallel perspectives. A sound is both a concrete sound-in-itself and
an abstract set of properties. For example, the sound of a piano from a concrete perspective is our
perception of the sound itself. From one possible abstract perspective, it is a staccato middle C
quarter note. From another abstract perspective, it is a 261Hz tone with a sharp onset, gradual
decay, and a particular spectral contour. Thus, the activity called translation is translating sounds
from concrete to abstract. On the other hand, prose composition is translating sounds from
abstract to concrete. The abstract component of prose composition is a plan, intention, or goal
guiding the arrangement of concrete sounds. While this chapter will continue using the terms

1

Chion, Michel. Guide to Sound Objects. Translated by Christine North and John Dack. London, 2009. 97.
To explain their choice to use the word “prose” in this context, Dack and North wrote: “We decided to adopt the
university terms ‘prose composition’ and ‘translation’ as being less cumbersome than ‘translation into’ and
‘translation from.’” Schaeffer, Pierre. Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines. California Studies in
20th-Century Music 20. Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2017. 59.
2
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translation and prose composition, examining these more literal definitions clarifies the
relationship between these activities.

Table 2.1 Definitions of Translation and Prose Composition

Practical English
Translation

Literal English
Translation

Translation

Translation from

Prose Composition

Translation into

Definition
Describing parameters of a sound.
Translation from concrete to abstract.
Creating sounds following a set of guidelines.
Translation from abstract to concrete.

An important element of prose composition is a set of abstract guidelines for making
sounds. This is much like a score, however the intention of a prose composition is different from
a musical composition. Schaeffer criticized premature attempts to use electronic and recorded
sounds to create expressive music. 3 He believed that before this could be done successfully, it
would be necessary to understand which sound attributes could create musical intervals,
structures, and meanings. The intention of a prose composition is to experiment with our
perception of different types of sounds. By intuitively combining sounds with a specific focus, he
hoped to discover relationships with musical potential equivalent to pitch relationships.4
Schaeffer titled many of his sound works etudes rather than titles that implied authentic pieces of
music. While music was his ultimate goal, Schaeffer was explicit that it was not yet possible
from his perspective: “The theory is not yet music.”5

3

Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 389.
Ibid., 376. Schaeffer notes that despite the importance of avoiding personal expression, the process is still
“instinctive, irrational, sensual almost.”
5
Ibid., 389.
4
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In chapter 27 of the Treatise on Musical Objects, Schaeffer outlines a hypothetical plan
for a beginner-level prose composition called The Study of Sustained Sounds.6 The study focuses
on the typological parameter sustainment, which is the way that the energy of a sound object is
sustained in duration.7 The typomorphological sustainment categories are defined in chapter 1,
section 1.4, and summarized in Table 1.2 (see pp. 12).
Schaeffer’s plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds outlines a strategy for systematically
creating a collection of sounds that includes a wide variety of sustainment types. It can be
summarized in three principles. First, the study should include six to twelve examples of eleven
types of sustainment. This generates between 66 and 132 distinct sound objects. Second, the
examples should be created from three types of sound sources: “traditional, concrete, and
electronic music.”8 Third, the study should include examples that blur the boundaries between
the eleven sustainment types. Schaeffer lists six possible transitional categories that create
continuity between the categories.
Table 2.2 Principles from Schaeffer’s Compositional Plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds

Principle 1

Include 6-12 examples of 11 sustainment types

Principle 2

Include examples from 3 sound source types

Principle 3

At times, blur the boundaries between the 11 sustainment types

The compositional plan The Study of Sustained Sounds is a useful starting point for an
analysis of Schaeffer’s 1958 sound work Etude aux Allures. The remainder of this chapter will
examine the principles outlined above. Then, Chapter 3 will examine Etude aux Allures through

6

Ibid., 373.
Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 128.
8
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 375.
7
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the lens of the first principle. The result will be an understanding of how some of Schaeffer’s
explicit theoretical goals were practically realized in his sound works.

2.2 Principle 1: Eleven Sustainment Categories
Table 2.3 summarizes the eleven sustainment categories from the first principle of
Schaeffer’s plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds. The plan does not exhaust all possible
combinations of the typomorphological criteria related to sustainment. Instead, it is a collection
of commonly available but diverse sound examples. While the language of the compositional
plan uses somewhat vague descriptions and examples, Table 2.3 situates each sustainment
category within the most relevant typomorphological categories. The text following the chart
discusses challenges and interpretative decisions related to each category.
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Table 2.3 Sustainment Categories from Schaeffer’s Prose Composition Plan

#
1
2
3a
3b
3c

Category9
“No cause of duration”
“Sustainment through
resonance”

“Whip, woodblock”

“Fixed sustainment”

None

“Modulated
sustainment”
“Active sustainment
directly from the
performer”

4a

“Irregular fluctuating”

4b

“Disordered”

5a

“A series of willed or
chance inputs”

5b
6a
6b

Examples

“The repetition of one
identical fragment”
“Several categories…
juxtaposed”
“Several categories…
follow[ing] each other”

“Piano, guitar”

“Electronic sound”
“Wind or bowed
instruments; ondes
martenot”
“Rubbing cymbals,
maracas”
“Clumsy bowing,
drumroll”
“Cascade of objects,
rapid incessant
manipulation of a
potentiometer”
“Staccato, tremolo,
beating”

Typomorphological Categories
Impulse
Impulse plus resonating note
ending
Held sustainment with no allure
or irregularity
Held sustainment plus perfectly
regular allure
Held sustainment plus slightly
irregular allure
Held sustainment plus moderately
irregular allure
Vacillating sustainment

Accumulation

Iterated sustainment

None

Stratified sustainment

None

Composite sustainment

Category 1 includes impulses, which are extremely short sounds with little to no duration.
This is one of Schaeffer’s typological sustainment categories with no alterations.
Category 2 includes impulses with resonating endings. This means that the duration of a
short sound gradually decays, or is elongated by the environment, such as the body of an
instrument or reverberation within a space. A resonating ending is graphically indicated by a
slur.

9

Ibid., 474-5. Categories & examples quoted directly from the text.
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Category 3 is for held sounds, such as woodwind instruments, bowed string instruments,
or electronic oscillators. Three subcategories are defined by different types of allure.
Subcategory 3a includes sounds with “a strictly constant supply of energy.” 10 In other words,
perfectly steady sustainment with no allure. While no examples are provided, this description
applies to unmodulated electronic sounds and edited recordings of instruments with their attack
and any irregularities removed. Subcategory 3b includes sounds with regular allure such as
vibrato, tremolo, or other types of modulation. Schaeffer’s indication that this category is defined
by a “predetermined dynamic,” along with the single example of “electronic sound” suggests that
a perfectly regular “mechanical” allure is a definitive element of this subcategory. 11 This
distinction is further clarified when compared with category 3c, which includes sounds actively
sustained by a performer. This category is defined by a “living” allure, meaning it has a
moderate amount of imperfection and irregularity.
Categories 4 and 5 are distinguished by two kinds of “causal laws.” Like all previous
categories, 4 is defined by a single causal law, while category 5 is for sounds with multiple
causal laws. What exactly is a “causal law?” One possibility is to say that a causal law is a kind
of cause. If this were the case, we could say that a group of plucked string instruments are
unified by a single causal law. A definition that better suits this context is to say that a causal law
is the event that causes the sound to occur. For example, a single plucked violin note has a single
causal law. A group of plucked string instruments, even if perceived as a unified sound object,
has multiple causal laws. This distinction divides the typological sustainment categories into two
parts. Continuous sounds above impulses in Table 1.2 are created by a single causal law: held,

10
11

Ibid., 374.
Ibid., 444-5. Schaeffer’s distinctions between mechanical, living, and natural allure will be discussed in Chapter

4.
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stratified, and vacillating sounds.12 Discontinuous sounds below impulses in Table 1.2 are
created by multiple causal laws: iterated, composite, and accumulated sounds.
The examples from categories 4 and 5 support this distinction. Category 4 examples are
“rubbing cymbals, maracas, clumsy bowing” and “drumroll.” In general, these examples
describe continuous sounds. Category 5 examples are “cascade[s] of objects, rapid incessant
manipulation of a potentiometer,” and rapid repetition of “staccato, tremolo, beating, etc.” These
examples describe sounds made up of many rapidly occurring short sounds. Of course, because
all these examples are open-ended, they could also describe sounds from the opposing category.
For example, an extremely fast and crushed drumroll could be described as continuous active
sustainment, while a slower drumroll might be considered iterative sustainment. In fact,
Schaeffer had used a drumroll as an example of an iterative sound only a few chapters earlier. 13
While this vagueness may initially come across as a poor choice of examples, the continuity
between categories 4 and 5 is not a problem. In fact, this kind of blurred boundary is a common
characteristic of typomorphology. Schaeffer described how classifying a sound as either
vacillating or an accumulation would often depend on context and the intention of the listener.
He wrote “…it depends on our will whether we hear the sound of pebbles being poured out as
coming from one cause (the truck tipping up) or as made up of short impulses coming from a
multiplicity of similar causes (each pebble falling on the previous ones).” 14 Therefore, we can
generalize that category 4 is for vacillating sounds and category 5 is for accumulations, with the
understanding that these categories are continuous and contextual.

In Schaeffer and Thoresen’s typology summary diagrams, impulses are in the center, continuous sustainment
types are to the left, and discontinuous sustainment types are to the right.
13
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 354.
14
Ibid., 361.
12
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Subcategory 4a includes “irregular fluctuating” sounds, while subcategory 4b is for
“disordered” sounds.15 While this wording is not entirely clear, it can be interpreted as
distinguishing a moderate level of unpredictability from a more extreme level. For example,
subcategory 4a would include a sound object with an unpredictable complex vibrato.
Subcategory 4b would include vacillating sounds, like the unpredictably shifting timbre and
pitch of a creaking door. Schaeffer’s examples, while open-ended, mostly support this
distinction. The 4a examples “rubbing cymbals” and “maracas” could describe sounds with a
steady mass, but fluctuating dynamics and timbre. These examples might seem close to category
3c (active sustainment), but with a higher level of unpredictability. Of course, the sounds of the
instruments described are entirely dependent on a performer’s activity and could vary widely. As
discussed previously, these examples depend on listener intention and reinforce the crossover
between categories. The 4b example of “clumsy bowing” is Schaeffer’s original example of a
vacillating sound from chapter 26, strongly supporting the idea that category 4b describes
vacillating sounds.16 However, 4b also includes the example “drumroll,” which as discussed is
unclear and doesn’t seem to fit this category. The most typical examples of a crushed or open
drumroll would not include the level of unpredictability of a vacillating sound. Without any
further clarification from Schaeffer, I am positing this distinction for the purposes of this
discussion.
Subcategory 5a is for “a series of willed or chance inputs,” such as “a cascade of objects”
or the “rapid incessant manipulation of a potentiometer.” 17 This aligns with accumulations,
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Ibid., 375.
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which are the typomorphological sustainment category containing groups of rapid irregular
impulses, perceived as unified “clouds” of sound. 18
Subcategory 5b includes sounds with the “repetition of one identical fragment.” 19 This
clearly describes the typomorphological category iterated sustainment.
Lastly, category 6 describes multi-part sounds which contain multiple kinds of
sustainment. Subcategory 6a is for sounds with multiple simultaneous parts, which Schaeffer
called “compound sounds.” Subcategory 6b is for sounds with multiple parts in succession,
which Schaeffer called “composite sounds.” 20 While neither of these categories were included in
Schaeffer’s original typomorphology, both were included in Thoresen’s expanded version. To
clarify the distinction between these categories, I will use Thorsen’s term stratified rather than
Schaeffer’s compound.

2.3 Principle 2: Three Sound Sources
The second principle of Schaeffer’s plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds is mentioned
only briefly. It states that, when possible, examples of each kind of sustainment should be
created from three sound source categories: “traditional, concrete, and electronic music.” 21 The
following section will briefly examine each of these categories and the purpose of this principle.
The first category includes sounds which are traditionally considered musical. This will
primarily include the sounds of pitched musical instruments. Schaeffer recorded musical
instruments throughout his entire musical output. His earliest sound works from 1948, Études de
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Ibid., 375.
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bruits, included piano recordings he made in collaboration with Pierre Boulez. 22 His last sound
work from 1979, Bilude, is a duet for acoustic piano and tape. 23 Schaeffer’s use of recorded
musical instruments mostly focused on the use of extended techniques to create noises, complex
sounds, and clusters. For example, dissonant metallic clusters of scraped piano strings are
frequently used in his late 1950s etudes.
The second sound source category, concrete, refers to recorded sounds that are not
typically considered musical. From the trains of his first study, to metallic sheets, whirligigs,
bells, and countless other noises, these types of sounds were central to Schaeffer’s work.
The final sound source category includes electronically generated sounds. Schaeffer was
skeptical of electronic sounds, and generally preferred the properties of recorded acoustic
sounds. Chion wrote that the lack of irregularity of electronic sounds is “against nature,”
describing Schaeffer’s preference for “the richness, the logic and the meaningfulness of natural
sounds…”24 Even so, in chapter 23 of the Treatise on Musical Objects, Schaeffer admitted that
“experimental music cannot ignore electronic sources.”25 This chapter also catalogs the
electronic instruments in Schaeffer’s studio, which includes all components of a classic analog
synthesizer: oscillators with various waveforms, impulse and noise generators, attenuators and
amplifiers, frequency and amplitude modulators, spectral filters, frequency shifters, artificial
reverb, and various control devices. 26
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Holmes, Thom. Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture. Fifth edition. New York,
NY ; Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2016, 53.
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Reduced listening, one of the fundamental concepts of Schaeffer’s Program of Musical
Research, requires the listener to intentionally ignore their perception of sound sources and
causes. Therefore, a compositional principle focused on sources may appear to fundamentally
contradict Schaeffer’s philosophy. However, it is important to remember that this principle is
intended to guide composers and not listeners. Even if a composer aims to mask source
recognition, choosing sound sources is far from an arbitrary decision. When a composer chooses
a sound based on a single desired attribute, it comes bundled with many other attributes. These
arbitrarily bundled sound properties have a substantial impact on the musical potential of the
sound. Therefore, it makes sense to maximize the diversity of sound sources to minimize the
impact of any individual arbitrary attribute.
This approach also opens the possibility of discovering unexpected desirable sounds that
couldn’t have been predicted. This is an excellent illustration of the cyclic relationship between
the abstract and concrete in Schaefferian thinking. The composition process involves both a
concrete realization of predetermined abstract parameters, as well as an abstract analysis of
discovered concrete sounds. 27 It is a rigorous analytical process that embraces the importance of
intuition and chance.

2.4 Principle 3: Continuity Between Sustainment Categories
The third and final principle of the planned Study of Sustained Sounds is to blur the
boundaries between sustainment categories. Schaeffer described the importance of creating a
flexible system that was sensitive to context, writing “…the role of our classification system is
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not… to put permanent labels on sounds but to open up the ear to the richness of the contents of
sound; it is not a question of giving the composer of the future a stupidly inflexible code but of
making him attentive to the way the object can fulfill a variety of sound functions.”28 In outlining
this principle, he listed six examples of potential continuity between the eleven categories from
principle 1. The six transitional categories are outlined in Table 2.4, followed by detailed
explanations.
Table 2.4 Principle 3: Continuity between sustainment categories

1

Pure impulses (category 1) and sounds with a resonating release (category 2)

2

Resonating release (category 2) and sustained sounds (category 3)

3

Fixed sustainment (category 3a) and active sustainment (category 3c)

4

Small fluctuations (category 4a) and large fluctuations (category 4b)

5

Balanced and redundant sounds with cyclic or irregular allure
(the distinction between categories 5 and 6 is unclear)

6

The first two transitional categories exist between sustainment categories 1, 2, and 3. This
creates a spectrum from pure impulses with no duration (category 1), to sounds with nondecaying continuously held sustainment (category 3). The middle of this spectrum includes
impulses with gradually decaying resonance (category 2). Figure 2.1 illustrates this spectrum,
with each shape representing the dynamic profile of a sound object. Sounds which clearly fit in
sustainment categories are labeled in bold black text at the bottom of the illustration. Sounds
which exist between two sustainment categories are labeled as “transitional categories” in bold
grey text. The illustration of transitional category 1 represents a sound with an extremely short
decaying resonance. Depending on the context, this sound could be perceived as an impulse or as
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a sound with a resonating ending. In describing this transitional category, Schaeffer wrote that
short sounds “…always have a little resonance.” 29 The illustration of transitional category 2
represents sounds with an extremely long resonating decay. The decay of a sound in this
category is so gradual that it may be perceived as held sustainment. Following this principle, an
etude would include many sound objects distributed along this spectrum.

Figure 2.1 Illustration of continuity between sustainment categories 1, 2, and 3. Each shape represents the
dynamic profile of a sound object. The two rightmost shapes with faded edges represent sounds with long
durations that extended beyond the boundaries of this diagram.

The third transitional sustainment category describes continuity between fixed and active
sustainment. A sound with fixed sustainment would be perfectly steady, while a sound with
active sustainment would have some irregularity. This transitional category is illustrated by the
first three waveforms in Figure 2.2. Each waveform represents changes within the sustainment of
a sound, such as modulations in pitch, amplitude, timbre, etc. The first waveform is perfectly
regular, and the third waveform has perceptible fluctuation. The second waveform represents
transitional category 3, with extremely small fluctuation that may or may not be perceptible.
The fourth transitional sustainment category extends the spectrum in Figure 2.2 to the
right by creating continuity between sounds with small and large fluctuations. This is illustrated
by the third through fifth waveforms. The third waveform represents sounds with small
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fluctuations, aligning with the active sustainment of category 3c. The fourth waveform illustrates
an increasing level of irregular fluctuation, representing category 4a. Finally, the fifth waveform
represents the large “disordered” fluctuations of vacillating sounds in category 4b. Transitional
category 4 situates these categories on a spectrum. Note that unlike the previous transitional
categories, here we are creating continuity between three defined categories, rather than two.
Therefore, transitional category 4 is represented by two arrows.

Figure 2.2 Illustration of continuity between sustainment categories 3 and 4. Each labeled waveform represents
the amount of fluctuation within a sustaining sound. The next layer of text represents a gradual transition from
fixed sustainment to active sustainment. The bottom layer of text indicates sustainment categories and
transitional categories.

Like the previous transitional categories, it is possible for an etude to represent the
continuity created by transitional categories 3 and 4 within a collection of many sound objects. It
is also possible for a single sound to occupy multiple positions within the spectrum, by internally
transitioning from one category to another. For example, Figure 2.3 illustrates a sound which
begins with fixed sustainment and smoothly transitions to disordered active sustainment. This
type of sound could be created by a violinist who begins a note with traditional bowing
technique, gradually introduces vibrato, and eventually incorporates sul pont bowing, glissandi,
and other techniques that create unpredictable sounds.
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Figure 2.3 Gradual transition from fixed to active sustainment within a single sound object.

The final two transitional categories, described with less clarity, are difficult to interpret
and seem to overlap with each other. Both are related to what Schaeffer called prolonged or
redundant sounds. These are sounds which he considered excessively long and potentially
unsuitable for music. A redundant sound with allure has too much modulation, and after a while
“the variation itself becomes redundant because it is too predictable and extensive.” 30
Transitional category 5 describes continuity between ordinary sound objects with allure to
redundant “prolonged cyclic sound[s]” 31 Similarly, transitional category 6 describes how
excessive duration can “destroy[s] the coherence of a single object…” 32 For both categories, I
suspect Schaeffer is interested in testing the threshold at which point a sound becomes
redundant. By comparing several sound objects with allure ranging from very short to very long,
the listener will have the opportunity to distinguish balanced sound objects from redundant ones.

2.5 Conclusion
The principles of the planned Study of Sustained Sounds cleverly balance rigorous
categorization with musical intuition. The first two principles attempt to systematically gather a
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collection of sounds which represent nearly all types of sustainment equally. Embracing infinity,
the third principle attempts to blur the rigid boundaries between admittedly imperfect categories.
The plan itself only specifies what sounds should be included without mentioning how they
should be organized. Schaeffer acknowledged that the actual construction of an etude based on
this plan would involve a composer’s aesthetic instincts.33
Examining a written description of music, such as this, can only give a limited
understanding of the ideas at hand. To gain a deeper understanding of this compositional plan,
typomorphology in general, and Schaeffer’s approach to composing, Chapter 3 will use these
principles as an analytical lens for Schaeffer’s sound work Etude aux allures.
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Chapter 3: Analysis of Etude aux allures as a Study of Sustained Sounds

3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the first principle of Schaeffer’s compositional
plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds to his sound work Etude aux allures. As explained in
chapter 2, the compositional plan includes three principles:
1) To choose sounds from eleven sustainment categories
2) To choose sounds from three sound source categories
3) To choose sounds which blur the lines between sustainment categories
To analyze the first principle, I will examine and categorize all 87 sound objects from
Etude aux allures. Sections 3.3 through 3.12 will each focus on a different sustainment category,
discussing every example of that category. I will explain the reasoning behind the categorization
and transcription of each sound object, which will further clarify the categorical definitions.
While not the primary focus, I will also address some issues related to the second and
third principles. Considering the second principle, I will often explore how sound objects may
have been created by discussing potential source recordings, editing techniques, and sound
processing. I will also draw connections between sound objects in different sustainment
categories which were likely created from the same source recordings.
Exemplifying the third principle, several sound objects will be appropriate for multiple
sustainment categories. This highlights tension between the principles: the transcription will
either need to reflect the strict categories of the first principle, or the blurred boundaries of the
third. This tension does not need to be considered a problematic contradiction. It is important to
keep in mind that the compositional plan was intended as a loose guide for composers rather than
an analytical tool. From this perspective, the principles can work well together. For the
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composer, the strict categories may be useful during the initial stages of gathering sounds, while
the goal of blurring categorical boundaries may come into play later in the process by organizing
and transforming sound objects. Therefore, this analysis will assign each sound object a single
primary category of best fit. While the continuity or overlap between categories will be
acknowledged, the strict categories of the first principle are prioritized.
Because the compositional plan was not intended for an analysis like this, many
situations will arise where the relationship between the principles and the etude is unclear.
Despite this imperfect connection, this analysis will show how an even distribution of
sustainment types was likely a compositional priority in this piece, and how Schaeffer’s aesthetic
preferences can account for the differences between the compositional plan and the actual piece.

3.2 Transcription of Etude aux allures
This chapter will center around a transcription of Etude aux allures using Lasse
Thoresen’s Aural Sonology symbols. For an overview of Aural Sonology, please reference
chapter 1.4 (pp. 7-16). The full transcription is presented in Figure 3.1. It is intended to illustrate
the analysis which follows by visualizing the criteria of each sustainment category from the
compositional plan.
The transcription was created with the free software Acousmographe, published by INA
GRM.1 Acousmographe is a tool for creating graphic representations of sound. After importing
an audio file, a timeline is created which can include a spectrogram, audio waveform, traditional

1

INA GRM. “Acousmographe,” January 17, 2015. https://inagrm.com/en/showcase/news/203/acousmographe.
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music notation, and/or a wide variety of graphic symbols. By using the Sonova font, created by
Karl Andreas Hedman, Aural Sonology symbols can be incorporated into Acousmographe.2

2

Hedman, Karl Andreas. “Spectromusic.” https://www.spectromusic.com/.
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Figure 3.1 Full Transcription of Etude aux allures

36

37

38

39
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3.3 Category 1: Short Sounds
The first sustainment category from The Study of Sustained Sounds includes the shortest
sounds, or impulses, with “nonexistent or short-lived sustainment.”3 While the distinction
between short and non-short sound objects isn’t defined, in the context of Etude aux allures, an
arbitrary threshold is not necessary. The piece includes only eight sound objects with a duration
of 0.32 seconds or less. All other sound objects are close to or longer than one second. This
eliminates a potential blurred line between categories, which we might expect based on the third
principle. Of the eight impulses, two have multiple simultaneous parts and are therefore better
suited for sustainment category 6a. These examples will be discussed shortly.
The sound objects within sustainment category 1 present a great amount of variety.
Sound objects 13 and 67 are legato, with a flat onset & ending, and a non-decaying sustain. They
both occur in the middle of three or four note motives, connecting the adjacent sound objects into
a continuous motive. Sound objects 57, 75, and 82 are all staccato impulses, with almost no
sustain or decay. These examples are also part of multi-note motives, with 57 and 75 at the start
of the gestures. Sound object 81 is a “whip” sound with a variable mass that quickly ascends.
Sound objects 66 and 76 are brief enough to be categorized with these other examples.
They both share the same source recording, which is used in several other longer sound objects
throughout the piece. The source recording is a chord with seven simultaneous tones. This means
that these sound objects can also be considered stratified, fitting best in sustainment category 6a.
Of course, we have anticipated situations where the boundaries between categories cross over,
but as previously mentioned the prioritization of the first principle requires each sound to be

3
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assigned an initial primary sustainment category. Stratified and composite sounds are unified
collections containing multiple parts. These parts will always include at least one other type of
sustainment. This means that, by definition, stratified and composite sound objects will always
cross over with other sustainment categories. In the case of sound objects 66 and 76, the
impression of these sounds as a chord with multiple notes is a dominant feature. This is
strengthened by the fact that we have already heard this chord many other times in the piece,
training our ears to recognize it as a chord.

Figure 3.2 Examples of sustainment category 1

In Etude aux allures, short sounds are never heard in isolation. Rather, they are always
contributing to a motive or gesture with multiple sound objects. This suggests the possibility that
these sounds could be interpreted as parts of composite sound objects in sustainment category
6b. However, because each of these potential gestures includes very diverse sounds, the parts
will be considered independent sound objects. This will be discussed in greater detail in section
3.12, which focuses on composite sound objects.
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3.4 Category 2: Short Sounds with Resonant Endings
Sustainment category 2, short sounds with “sustainment through resonance,” includes any
kind of plucked or percussive sound with a gradual decay, or other short sounds extended by
reverberation.4 This is the most common category in Etude aux allures, including twenty-four
sound objects.
Throughout the process of transcription, distinguishing sustainment category two (short
sounds with resonant endings) from other categories was often challenging. For example, a
percussive sound with a long and extremely gradual decay might seem closer to one of the
subsections of category three, with a held sustain. The blurred boundaries between these
categories exemplifies the first transitional category of the third principle. The following
paragraphs address all sound objects which were considered for sustainment category two,
including those which were chosen for other categories.
Sound objects 1 & 2 are repetitions of the same source recording of a percussive bell
sound. Both have a gradual but noticeable decay, which is interrupted after about 3 seconds.
Sound object 1 has a strong percussive attack, which Thoresen would describe as a “brusque
onset,” meaning that the “the attack transient is clearly and separately perceived” from the main
sustaining timbre of the sound.5 Sound object 2 has a much softer attack, as the beginning of the
source recording has been trimmed away. This is closer to what Thoresen calls a “flat onset,”
where the sound begins without any sort of emphasis.6 The similarities between these sound
objects, as well as the subtle difference between their attacks, are visible in the spectrogram in

4

Ibid., 374.
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Ibid., 278.
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Figure 3.3. Because these sound objects have percussive dynamic profiles, they clearly belong in
sustainment category 2.

Figure 3.3 Sound objects 1 and 2

Sound objects 7, 8, and 9 are also straightforward percussive sounds, again clearly fitting
in sustainment category 2. These sound objects are repetitions of the same source recording of a
pitched bell-like percussion sound, with sound object 9 at a higher pitch. The resonating endings
of these bell sounds are reinforced with a slight hint of reverberation.

Figure 3.4 Sound objects 7, 8, and 9

Sound objects 22 and 25 are both very short sounds with strong reverberation, creating
the resonating ending typical of sustainment category 2. The source recording for sound object
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22 appears to be a wooden percussive sound, such as a knock on a door. Sound object 25 is a
pitched tone with too few identifiable characteristics to suggest a source recording.

Figure 3.5 Sound objects 22 and 25

Sound object 27 is a percussive bell with a strong transient attack and a complex, multilayered allure. There are many similar examples which were placed in other sustainment
categories, which will be discussed at the end of this section. However, because this sound has
such a strong attack, I perceive it more like a percussion sound in sustainment category 2 and
less like a held sustaining sound.

Figure 3.6 Sound object 27
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Sound objects 28 and 32 both have variable mass. This means that their pitches are not
steady and include some variation in register. While an unpredictable variation in mass would
suggest the possibility of categorizing a sound as vacillating, a simple glissando could be found
in the straightforward categories of impulses, held sustainment, and iterated sounds. Sound
object 28 begins with a brief pitch-bend down and back up, followed by a steady pitch for the
remainder of its release. Without this bend, this would be a simple bell-like sound, as we’ve
heard in many previous examples. The bend could be heard as a modification added to a familiar
sound, rather than as an essential characteristic of the sound. Schaeffer would call this an
“accident,” which Chion describes as “a disturbance which can be added secondarily to a main
sound…”7 Sound object 32 occurs amid a dense gesture, simultaneous with another percussive
sound a rapid iteration. It is a short descending glissando, briefly holding its initial pitch before
sweeping down and fading away into the next sound object. While it is short enough that it could
be considered for sustainment category 1, its percussive release is closer to category 2.

Figure 3.7 Sound objects 29, 31, and 32

7

See Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 158, and Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines,
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Sound object 31 seen above in Figure 3.7, and 83 seen below in Figure 3.8, are
repetitions of an inharmonic sound with a long and gradual decay. While this long decay
exemplifies the blurred distinction between the resonating percussion sounds of sustainment
category 2 and the perpetually sustaining sounds of categories 3 and 4, to my ears the decays are
perceptible enough for category 2. The source recording used to create these sound objects is not
a recognizable natural sound. It appears to have been processed by a delay and filter. This would
have been possible in Schaeffer’s studio with a tape delay device called the morphophone.8 To
achieve this kind of sound, the delay time would need to be very short, close to 40-50ms. This
would create a unified texture with an audible grain, rather than a rhythmic sound with distinct
repetitions. Additionally, the delay feedback would need to be set very high to create such a long
decay. Lastly, the sound would be filtered by a low pass filter with the cutoff frequency set near
1000Hz. Both sounds occur nearly simultaneously with a sound with variable mass.

Figure 3.8 Sound object 83

Teruggi, Daniel. “Technology and Musique Concrète: The Technical Developments of the Groupe de Recherches
Musicales and Their Implication in Musical Composition.” Organised Sound 12, no. 3 (December 2007): 213–31.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1355771807001914. 218.
8
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Sound objects 45, 62, 70, 73, 85, and 87 are all repetitions of the same source recording
of a bright noise sound. I will refer to this set of examples as the “rattle” sound. It has a
fundamental frequency around 165Hz, almost no mid-range frequencies, and a strong band of
noise between 3500 and 7000Hz. In Figure 3.9, the spectrum is most clearly visible in the
spectrogram of sound objects 70 and 87, as these are the most isolated. Each sound object is
short, with a strong decay from reverberation, clearly exemplifying sustainment category 2.
There are two variations of the rattle sound. Sound objects 45, 62, and 73 were each
edited to have an abrupt onset and ending. As labeled in Figure 3.9, they are all interrupted by
another percussive sound. Sound object 45 is interrupted by a wood block type sound, while 62
and 73 are interrupted by cymbal sounds. I considered transcribing each of these pairs of sound
objects as composites. However, as I will explain in section 3.12, the individual parts are too
distinct. Therefore, these are considered two-note gestures rather than unified composites. An
analysis following different criteria may interpret these differently.
Sound objects 70, 85, and 87 are uninterrupted. They have the same abrupt onset as the
previous examples, but with a more naturally decaying ending. These examples seem to pick up
where the others left off in the source recording, revealing the ending which was cut off.
Sound objects 70 and 85, labeled as interrupting in Figure 3.9, have inverted the
interrupting gesture by cutting off sound objects 69 and 84. In fact, sound object 84 shares a
source recording with the cymbal sounds which had previously interrupted sound objects 62 and
73. Throughout this section, Schaeffer rearranges these same sounds to playfully interact with
each other.
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Figure 3.9 Sound objects 45, 62, 70, 73, 85, and 87

Sound object 47 can be found as one of the interrupting sounds above in Figure 3.9. It is
made from the same wood block source recording as sound object 57 from sustainment category
1. Here, however, it has been trimmed to remove the attack and reveal the naturally decaying
ending, making it more appropriate for sustainment category 2. Even though these two sound
objects are repetitions of the same source material, the way they have been edited situates them
in separate sustainment categories.
Sound objects 52, 58, 63, 74, and 84 are metallic cymbal sounds made from the same
source recording. 63, 74, and 84 were all mentioned previously in the context of interrupting the
rattle sound. They have been edited to have different onsets, but most have the gradually
decaying endings of sustainment category 2. While the shared source recording is clearly audible
in these examples, each is unique due to variations in pitch and onset.
There are two variations in pitch resulting from different playback speeds of the source
recording. Sound objects 52 and 58 are the same lower pitch, while sound objects 63, 74, and 84
share the same higher pitch. The two pitches are separated by an interval of 4 semitones,
meaning that the playback speed of the higher pitch is 1.26 times faster than the lower pitch.
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There are three variations in onset in this set of examples. Sound objects 52, 58, and 84
all have a sharp onset. While they do not have the distinct burst of noise of a brusque onset, as
mentioned previously, it sounds as if the cymbal has been gently struck with a hard object. The
other two examples which interrupt the instances of the rattle sound have been trimmed to have
softer onsets. Sound object 63 has a sudden but flat onset, removing the initial percussive
transient. Sound object 74 has a very soft onset created by a trimming the percussive transient
and adding a slight fade-in.

Figure 3.10 Sound objects 52, 58, 63, 74, and 84

Thus concludes the 24 sound objects which exemplify sustainment category 2. The
remainder of this section will outline several sound objects which were considered for
sustainment category 2 but fit better in other categories. All the following examples are
percussive sounds with elongated decays. Exemplifying the second transitional sustainment
category from the third principle of the plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds, these examples
exist in the grey area between percussive sounds and held sustaining sounds. Each of the
following examples were more appropriate for various held sustainment categories.
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Sound object 3 is a high-pitched sound with only a few overtones. It has a flat onset and
ending, as its long decay is interrupted by the next sound. As seen in the spectrogram in Figure
3.11, the overtones decay noticeably while the fundamental remains at a nearly constant strength.
While the source recording for this sound object appears to be a percussive high bell with the
transient trimmed off, its long decay and interrupted ending make it better suited for a sustaining
category.

Figure 3.11 Sound object 3

Sound objects 16, 17, and 24 are all repetitions of the same source recording of a gong or
other metallic sound. Sound objects 69 and 71 are derived from other similar source recordings
of metallic sounds. These sounds suggest the potential for category 2 because they are
percussive. However, like the previous example, the combination of a gentle attack, long decay,
and interrupted ending, these were categorized outside of category 2.
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Figure 3.12 Sound objects 16, 17, 24, 69 and 71

Lastly, sound object 77 is the longest in the piece at about 23 seconds. Note that Figure
3.13 is at a different time scale than all the other spectrograms, as it was compressed to fit the
entire sound. While the onset of this sound appears to be percussive, suggesting sustainment
category 2, the sustain is extremely long with no sense of decay. As the sustain continues, it
becomes clear that this object is too long for sustainment category 2.

Figure 3.13 Sound object 77
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3.5 Category 3a: Fixed Sustainment
Sustainment category 3 includes 3 subcategories of sustained sounds. Subcategory 3a is
for sound objects with “fixed sustain,” or “a strictly constant supply of energy.” 9 These sound
objects are quite plain relative to the others in the piece because they lack irregularity, dynamic
changes, or other movement. Etude aux allures includes only four sound objects in sustainment
category 3a. They all share the same source recording, with each at a different pitch. Being that
this study is focused on allure, it makes sense that this category lacking allure is less developed
than some of the others.
Another explanation for the underdevelopment of this category is Schaeffer’s general
preference for “natural” sounds over electronic ones. Deciphering the meaning of the word
“natural” is complex, but I think in this context, it is fair to assume Schaeffer is referring to the
distinction between recorded acoustic sounds and synthesized electronic sounds. Chion wrote
how the potential for infinite sustain in an electronic sound is “‘against nature’, and the Traité
prefers the richness, the logic and the meaningfulness of natural sounds, which it always takes as
models.”10 Of course, following the second principle of the compositional plan, Schaeffer has
intended to explore the potential of electronic sounds, but it is notable that the inclusion of this
category is in service of systematic exploration, even if against Schaeffer’s typical preferences.
The source recording of sound objects 46, 48, 50, and 56 is an inharmonic sustaining
tone. With so few distinguishing characteristics, it is particularly challenging to identify the
origins of sounds in this category. Out of context, I might suggest that these sounds could have
been electronically synthesized tones. However, these examples are only the beginning of a
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section of the piece focused on variations of this source recording, beginning with sound object
46 and ending with sound object 64. Throughout this study, I will refer to this as the “melodic”
section. As the section progresses, the sound objects become more complex and chaotic,
revealing details which suggest the source recording is a struck bell, or some other metallic
percussion.
The first phrase of the melodic section includes five sound objects, with three from
category 3a: sound objects 46, 48, and 50. Each of these sounds has a different pitch and
duration. The other sounds in this phrase are in other sustainment categories. Sound object 49
has an audible pitch instability, meaning that the sustainment of this sound object is not fixed and
will be better situated in category 3c. Sound object 51 is a composite and includes two parts: a
short and a long tone. Even though the long part of this sound object does have a fixed sustain,
composite sound objects belong in sustainment category 6b. Both examples will be discussed in
more detail in later sections.
The second phrase of the melodic section, beginning with sound object 53, mostly
includes sound objects with more complex sustainment. Sound objects 53, 54, and 55 all have
slight pitch instabilities like sound object 49. These sound objects also include more severe
timbral fluctuations, which are labeled in Figure 3.14. This phrase includes a single sound object
with fixed sustain: sound object 56. This note momentarily recalls the previous phrase, before
concluding with one last fluctuating sound.
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Figure 3.14 Sound objects 46, 48, 50, and 56

3.6 Category 3b: Modulated Sustainment
Sustainment category 3b includes held sound objects with regular allure. This category
requires a mechanical allure, lacking in irregularities.11 This kind of allure is most common for
electronic sound sources; however, it is also possible to find in edited recordings of acoustic
sounds.
Note that while most sounds in the piece have allure, in this transcription, allure is only
represented for sounds in category 3b. This is because it is the only sustainment category for
which allure is a defining characteristic. The purpose of this transcription is to make the
categories as visible and clear as possible. I mention this as a reminder that the transcription is
specific to this perspective, and not a universal or objective representation of the piece.
Sound object 3 is a pitched tone with a fast dynamic allure and an extremely gradual
decay. The sound is simple with a flat onset and only a few overtones. While it is not a pure sine
tone, the spectral simplicity of this sound is represented by an open circle. Existing in transitional
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sustainment category 2, between resonating impulses and held sounds, it has a very gradual
decay which is interrupted by a sudden ending. The extended duration and flat ending make this
sound more appropriate for sustainment category 3b.

Figure 3.15 Sound object 3

Sound object 38 was created from the same source recording as sound object 3, played at
one quarter of the speed. As a result, the allure is one quarter slower, the pitch is two octaves
lower, and the duration is four times longer. While the transformation from sound object 3 to
sound object 38 is very straightforward, interestingly, the connection between them is not
immediately obvious. When I first compared these two sounds, I was not convinced that they
shared a source recording by sound alone. It was only when I discovered the straightforward
relationship in pitch, allure, and duration that I was convinced. While simple, changes in
playback speed can be a very severe way to transform a source recording. Of course, my inability
to perceive the connection between these sounds was exacerbated by their appearance over one
minute apart in the piece and their presence each time simultaneous with other sounds.
Sound object 39 may have also been created from the same source recording as sound
object 3. While these sound objects are approximately the same duration, sound object 39 is one
octave lower and the allure is half the speed. However, there are some differences between these
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examples: sound object 39 has a gradual onset and it does not have audible or visible overtones.
While these differences could have been created from excerpting a different part of the source
recording, filtering, or manipulating the volume, I hesitate to make a definitive statement about
the connection.

Figure 3.16 Sound objects 38 and 39

Sound objects 10, 12, and 65 are also examples of sustainment category 3b which share a
source recording. This time, their shared origin is much more obvious. In fact, there are several
sound objects in other sustainment categories created from this same source recording, and it is
one of the most instantly recognizable sound sources in the piece. The source recording is an
inharmonic “buzzing” sound with frequencies ranging from roughly 400 to 4000 Hz. It appears
to be an electronic sound source.
These sound objects all have a flat onset and ending and no decay or other dynamic
changes. They all have a subtle pitch vibrato which is audible and visible on the spectrogram in
Figure 3.17. Again, I would like to point out that the symbol for allure is only used for sound
objects in sustainment category 3b. This may seem unusual when looking at the transcription of
sound objects 12 and 13, as they clearly share a source recording and have many similar
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characteristics. In this case, the transcription emphasizes their categorical differences, despite
their surface level similarities.
The last example of sustainment category 3b is sound object 15. Even though it is the last
note of a three-note melodic sequence with sound objects 12 and 13, it was created from a
different source recording and has many distinct characteristics. Most obviously, it has a clear
pitch and a dynamic allure. Unlike many of the previous examples in this category, the rate of
the allure decreases slightly just before the sudden ending. This evolving allure could potentially
suggest the active sustainment of category 3c. However, to my ears, the lack of allure
irregularity creates a stronger impression of the mechanical consistency of category 3b.

Figure 3.17 Sound objects 10, 12, 15, and 65

3.7 Category 3c: Active Sustainment
Sounds in sustainment category 3c are defined by active sustainment, meaning that the
energy of the sound appears to be maintained by a human performer. 12 In this category, we can
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expect sounds with subtle irregularities, shaped dynamics, and other characteristics which evolve
over the course of a single sound object. In describing active sustainment, Chion provides the
example of “a wind instrument, maintained by breathing.” 13 Wind instruments are often played
with vibrato or swelling dynamics, but even if the performer attempted to play perfectly steady,
there would likely be subtle dynamic fluctuations. Dynamic shaping is also characteristic of
some electronic instruments, such as the Ondes Martenot, which is one of Schaeffer’s examples
of active sustainment.14 The Ondes Martenot produces sound electronically with pitch controlled
by a continuous ribbon interface and dynamics controlled by a pressure-sensitive button. Much
like a wind instrument, this interface encourages vibrato, dynamic swells, and subtle
irregularities. Active sustainment may also involve timbral fluctuations. For example, a flute
would produce a noisy breath sound, which would vary in spectra and strength as the sound
evolves. To identify sounds with active sustainment in Etude aux allures, we will look for
similar characteristics, even in sounds which don’t appear to originate from traditional or
electronic instruments.
Sound object 14 is a gong-like inharmonic metallic sound with a swelling dynamic shape.
Because the dynamic shape is definitive to sustainment category 3c, it is indicated in the
transcription with the traditional symbols for a crescendo and decrescendo. While the sound
source was likely percussive, it has a very gentle attack which is not immediately noticeable in
context with other sounds. To create the soft attack, Schaeffer likely trimmed the beginning of
this sound to remove a sharp transient. The gradual decay could have been transformed into a
crescendo by adjusting the volume at a mixing desk during the editing process. While he was
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generally against transforming sounds, he considered microphone position, trimming, and
volume changes to be acceptable manipulations which would not distract from an “effective
understanding of the objects.”15

Figure 3.18 Sound object 14

Sound Objects 36 and 44 are examples of the “buzzing” inharmonic sound which is
repeated many times throughout the piece. This sound source was previously discussed in sound
object 10 in sustainment category 3b (modulated sustainment). Sound object 36 begins very
softly and has two dynamic swells. The duration and strength of each swell is uneven, giving the
impression of a human performer rather than an automated modulation source. Similarly, sound
object 44 crescendos to a peak, gets slightly softer, and plateaus until a sudden ending. Like the
previous example, the dynamics are indicated in the transcription.

15
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Figure 3.19 Sound objects 36 and 44

Sound Objects 40 and 42 share the same unidentifiable source recording as sound object
15 (sustainment category 3b, modulated sustainment). It is a sustained tone with a very strong
dynamic allure and a great number of high overtones. While sound object 15 is clearly related to
40 and 42, its overtones have been softened with a low-pass filter. Sound objects 40 and 42 are a
better fit for the active sustainment of category 3c because they have strong dynamic swells and
a gradually slowing allure, which sounds like the expressively dynamics and vibrato of a musical
instrument. As mentioned previously, the slowing vibrato is also present in sound object 15, but
it is much less noticeable. These sound objects exemplify another blurred boundary between
sustainment categories.

Figure 3.20 Sound objects 40 and 42
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The first phrase of the “melodic” section including sound objects 46 through 51 was
discussed in section 3.5 (fixed sustainment). Most objects in this phrase were characterized by
fixed sustainment. However, sound object 49 was excluded because of a subtle pitch fluctuation.
This fluctuation can be compared to an expressive irregularity on an acoustic instrument, and
therefore the best fit for object 49 is sustainment category 3c. As seen in Figure 3.21, the
horizontal sustaining line is interrupted by a slight bend up and down to visualize this irregularity
in the transcription.

Figure 3.21 Sound object 49

The source recording of sound object 72 is a seven-tone chord which is shared with
several other objects throughout the piece. Most other sound objects created from this source
recording will be in sustainment category 6a (stratified sounds) because they include multiple
simultaneous parts.16 However, sound object 72 is not considered stratified because it is one
octave lower than the other examples with this source recording, and therefore the individual
tones are not audible. Instead, the sound is closer to a low rumbling. To reflect this difference, it
is transcribed as a dystonic sound in Figure 3.22, as indicated by the diamond notehead. It also
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has a gradual crescendo which was likely created by adjusting the volume at a mixing desk. With
this active dynamic shaping, the best fit for sound object 72 is category 3c.

Figure 3.22 Sound object 72

The last example from sustainment category 3c is sound object 80. The source recording
is a reversed metallic percussion sound. It starts from silence and crescendos to a loud climax
before suddenly cutting off. The spectrum of the sound transforms as it sustains, with shifting
overtone strength visible in the spectrogram in Figure 3.23. In the context of the Schaeffer’s
sustainment categories, active sustainment is the best fit for sound object 80. It includes a
crescendo and an irregularly transforming timbre like many of the other sounds from this
category. However, the dramatic climax and abrupt ending of a reversed percussive transient
feels quite far from the original examples of wind and string instruments. While the purpose of
this study is not to modify the categories, in a different context, it may be worth considering
reversed percussive sounds as a separate sustainment category.
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Figure 3.23 Sound object 80

3.8 Category 4a: Irregularly Fluctuating Sustainment
Sustainment category 4a includes “irregularly fluctuating” sound objects. As discussed in
chapter 2, the exact meaning of this definition is not entirely clear. It is best interpreted as a
moderate level of irregularity, existing somewhere between the subtle imperfections of category
3c (active sustainment), and the more extreme disorder of category 4b (vacillating sustainment).
All examples of sustainment category 4a from Etude aux allures are metallic percussive
sounds with complex multi-layered allure. These examples could be considered for other
sustainment categories, but for several reasons were better suited for category 4a. As resonating
percussion sounds, they could have been considered for sustainment category 2. However, like
many previous examples, with very long and gradual decay times, these sounds are closer to
sustained sounds with a percussive onset. The irregular allure of these sounds could also suggest
sustainment category 3c (active sustainment). However, the allure of these examples is more
complex and irregular the other examples of active sustainment. Additionally, none of these
sound objects include the dynamic shaping frequently heard in category 3c.
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Sound objects 16, 17, and 24 all share the same source recording with slight timbral
variations, possibly due to isolating different sections of the same recording or subtle filtering.
Most notably, object 24 has stronger low frequencies. These sound objects have a complex array
of inharmonic overtones, each with an audible dynamic allure at a different rate. The composite
effect of simultaneous clashing allures is complex and difficult to parse on a single listen. On
repeated listens, different overtones come to the foreground depending on the listener’s focus.
By filtering the sound, it is possible to learn to hear different layers. While the overall impression
of these sounds could be described as an irregular allure, it is quite different from the subtle
imperfections of simple vibrato found in many examples of category 3c (active sustainment). At
the same time, the mass of each of these objects is stable, and doesn’t reach the level of
“disorder” of vacillating sounds. Therefore, as a middle ground between these categories, these
sound objects belong in sustainment category 4a. To best represent this quality, these sound
objects were transcribed with Thoresen’s symbols for spectral allure.17 While this symbol does
not necessarily represent the complexity of the allure, it does suggest that the listener focus on
fluctuating overtones.

17

Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 282.
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Figure 3.24 Sound objects 16, 17, and 24

Sound objects 69 and 71 do not share the same source recording as the previous
examples, but they are otherwise quite similar. These metallic percussion sounds have a stronger
noise component than the previous examples. Despite these timbral differences, the complex
multi-layered sustainments are similar.

Figure 3.25 Sound objects 69 and 71

Sound object 77 is a gong-like metallic percussion sound. Compared to the other
examples from this category, there are fewer overtones and bands of noise, resulting in a clearer
impression of the allure complexity. As the sound progresses, the higher overtones diminish,
while the lower frequencies persist at a constant volume. This gradual timbral shift was likely
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created by gradually increasing the volume at the mixing desk, transforming the natural decay of
percussion into a steady dynamic.

Figure 3.26 Sound object 77

3.9 Category 4b: Vacillating Sustainment
Sustainment category 4b includes “disordered” sounds produced by a single cause. 18 This
most closely aligns with vacillating sound objects, which Thoresen defines as “basically
sustained or continuous in energy… [with] an unpredictably diversified energy articulation.” 19
An example of a vacillating sound used by Schaeffer, Chion, and Thoresen is the sound of
“clumsy bowing” on a string instrument, which would produce an inconsistent and unpredictable
pitch, timbre, and dynamic.20
The sound source of sound object 19 is difficult to identify. It is a dark non-percussive
metallic sound, which could have possibly been produced by dragging a rubber ball across the

The word “disordered” was used by Schaeffer in Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 374.
The concept of “causal law” was discussed in this paper in chapter 2.3 (Principle 1: Eleven Sustainment Categories).
19
Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 265. Note that Dack and North’s translations of the
writings of Schaeffer and Chion use the more literal translation “sample,” while Thoresen uses the term
“vacillating.”
20
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 374. Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 152.
Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 265.
18
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surface of a gong, a common extended technique in modern percussion music. Sound object 19
is one of the only sounds in the piece with a variable mass, meaning it has an unstable pitch. As
the sound progresses, it alternates between descending glissandi and moments of steadiness. In
the transcription, the pitch contour is represented by angling the continuation line to approximate
the pitch contour. This same technique is also used by Thoresen in his transcriptions of Bernard
Parmegiani and other electroacoustic composers.21 The timbre of the sound also gradually
transforms, imitating the sound of a vocal moan shifting between vowels. With the unpredictable
movement in multiple pitch and spectrum, sound object 19 is the strongest example of vacillating
sustainment in Etude aux allures.

Figure 3.27 Sound object 19

The remaining examples in sustainment category 4b are sound objects 53, 54, 55, and 59.
These objects are all in the same phrase during the melodic section of the piece which was
previously discussed in sections 3.5 and 3.7. As mentioned, this section begins with simple fixed
sustainment, and gradually progresses to more complex sustainment types. Sound objects 53
through 59 constitute the second phrase of this section. Each of these objects shares the same

21

Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 288.
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source recording which has been transposed to different pitches. The source recording is similar
to the pure tones ofthe previous phrase (objects 46 through 51), with a brighter and more
complex timbre. Each of these objects has a dynamic swell, which could be compared to
sustainment category 3c (active sustainment). However, what makes these examples more
disordered than active sustainment is the sudden timbral shifts that occur simultaneously with the
dynamic swells. These shifts are clear in the spectrogram in Figure 3.28, visually punctuated by
vertical lines. This effect was most likely created by reordering fragments from different
moments in the source recording. These fragments are louder and brighter than the initial sustain
of the objects. Some are even reversed, adding further dynamic irregularity.

Figure 3.28 Sound objects 53, 54, 55, and 59

3.10 Category 5a: Accumulations & Category 5b: Iterations
Sustainment category 5 includes two subcategories of sound objects with multiple causal
laws, meaning they are perceived to be caused by multiple events.22 Subcategory 5a includes

22

The concept of “causal law” was discussed in section 2.3 (Principle 1: Eleven Sustainment Categories).
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objects described as “a series of willed or chance inputs,” including many diverse parts rapidly
clustered together. Schaeffer provides two examples. First, a “cascade of objects.” Here, we
might imagine a bin of toys poured on the floor, with many differently sized objects made of
different materials colliding with each other and the floor, creating a unified cluster of chaotic
sounds. The next example is the “rapid incessant manipulation of a potentiometer." 23 With this
example, we might imagine arbitrary fragments of a source recording revealed by the
manipulation of volume, creating a series of sounds with distinct spectra, duration, and dynamic
contour. Subcategory 5a aligns with the typomorphological sustainment category accumulations.
Chion describes accumulations as “the disordered piling up of micro-sounds” which are “the
product of ‘multiple but similar causes.’”24
Subcategory 5b includes objects made from the “repetition of one identical fragment,”
with examples including staccato, tremolo, and beating.” This category will also include a
unified collection of rapidly repeating sounds, however with little diversity among the parts.
Thoresen compares accumulations to iterative sounds, describing them as “iterations in which
the iteration pulse as well as the sound spectrum of the single occurrences are unpredictable in
detail.”25 This comparison points to another continuous categorical spectrum, ranging from
orderly iterations to unpredictable accumulations.
Etude aux allures includes four examples of sustainment category 5a (accumulations) and
no examples of category 5b (iterations). This is the only category entirely omitted from the piece.
Sound objects 23, 26, and 29 were created from a shared source recording, which appears
to be the sound of a circular metallic plate rolling on a surface, creating an irregular rhythmic

23

Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 375.
Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 152-3.
25
Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 265.
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texture. As visible in the spectrogram in Figure 3.29, the individual impulses making up these
accumulations include a range of spectra and dynamics, and the pulse rate is irregular.
Of these three sound objects, the source recording is least recognizable in 23. The source
recording, including four distinct rhythmic pulses, appears to have been slowed down and
filtered. The first pulse is much brighter than the remaining ones, which is probably a result of
low-pass filtering. The source recording is most recognizable in sound object 26, which is bright
and clear. It appears to have been filtered with a high-pass filter, removing some of its low
frequencies without affecting the recognizability of the source recording. It has six distinct
rhythmic pulses, increasing in speed to create an accelerando. Sound object 29 is more complex,
with sudden spectral shifts created by filtering the sound with a low-pass and high-pass filter at
various settings. As the sound progresses, it becomes brighter as the filter settings change. While
this transformation is stepped rather than continuous, I hear it as a singular unified sound object.
Adding to the unpredictability of sound object 29, the accumulation includes fragments which
have been reversed.
To reflect the unique filtering of sound objects 23 and 29, the multiple layers have been
transcribed separately, connected by vertical lines. While I have not come across another
transcription exactly like this, Thoresen describes how unusual sounds can be transcribed by
combining simple symbols, rather than by creating new and unique symbols for every
imaginable kind of sound. He provides several examples, many of which include multiple layers
connected by vertical or diagonal lines, and often offset on the timeline. 26

26

Ibid., 271-2.
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Figure 3.29 Sound objects 23, 26, and 29

Sound object 30 is the next example of sustainment category 5a. It includes rapid
repetitions of a wood-like percussion sound with a complex rhythm. While the sound is three
seconds long, it includes moments which are rhythmically syncopated and moments which are
extremely rapid like a drum roll. Because each impulse in this sound object is nearly identical, I
initially considered this as a potential candidate for sustainment category 5b (iterations).
However, the rhythmic complexity is better categorized as category 5a (accumulation).

Figure 3.30 Sound object 30

While it is not the conclusion of this analysis, it could be argued that the three examples
examined so far in this section might be considered iterations rather than accumulations, or at
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least somewhere in the middle of the spectrum between these two categories. While the grouped
impulses of these sound objects include some, if they were among much more chaotic examples,
they may seem closer to iterations. The same couldn’t be said of the final example from this
category: sound object 64.
Sound object 64 is the final phrase of the melodic section, which has been mentioned
previously in sections 3.5, 3.7, and 3.9. As discussed, this section includes four phrases, each
focusing on an increasingly complex sustainment category. This final phrase only includes one
note: sound object 64. It is a long and complex accumulation with a great amount of diversity
among its parts. The source recording is the familiar bell sound, common among the other
phrases from this section. It has been fragmented, transposed, reversed, and layered to create a
dense and chaotic texture. As the climax of sustainment complexity, this marks the end of the
melodic section and variations of this source recording.

Figure 3.31 Sound Object 64
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3.11 Category 6a: Stratified Sustainment
Sustainment category 6 includes multi-part sounds which are perceived as a unity.
Subcategory 6a is for sounds with multiple simultaneous parts, which Schaeffer called
“compound” and Thoresen called “stratified.” 27 I will continue to use Thoresen’s term, as it is
easier to distinguish from category 6b: composites.
The examples in this subcategory are diverse. In some sound objects, the individual parts
will share the same kind of sustainment, while other will include multiple sustainment
categories. Some sound objects will be perceived as having a single cause, while others will be
perceived to have multiple causes. 28 There are three kinds of examples of stratified sustainment:
chords, percussion with emphasized overtones, and percussion with emphasized fundamentals.
As discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.7, there are six sound objects throughout the etude
which share the same source recording of a seven-tone chord. The individual notes of the chord
appear to be electronically synthesized. Because these tones are nearly pure without any strong
overtones, they have been transcribed with open circles. The seven tones are in tune with an
equal tempered scale, suggesting that the source recording may have been created with a
keyboard-controlled tone generator. 29 A transcription can be found in Figure 3.32.

27

Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 375, and Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms:
Aural Explorations, 267.
28
The concept of “causal law” was discussed in this paper in chapter 2.3 (Principle 1: Eleven Sustainment
Categories), as well as in sections 3.9 and 3.10.
29
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 335. Schaeffer lists equipment that might be
used to generate electronic sounds, including sound generators, modulation sources, and various control devices
including a keyboard “for instruments with registered or registrable sounds.”
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Figure 3.32 Transcription of chord from sound objects 35, 66, 68, and 76.

The source recording is presented at three octaves, which will be referred to as high,
medium, and low. The high octave is only used once, the first time this chord is heard in sound
object 4. The low octave is also only used once, in sound object 72. As discussed in section 3.7,
at this octave the individual tones are not audible, creating the impression of a low rumbling.
Therefore, sound object 72 is in category 3c (active sustainment). In all other sound objects
created from this source recording, the individual tones are audible, yet clearly unified as a
chord. Therefore, sound objects 4, 35, 66, 68, and 76 are appropriate for category 6a (stratified
sustainment).
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Figure 3.33 Sound objects 4, 35, 66, 68, 72, and 76

Sound objects 5 and 18 share a source recording which appears to be a metallic
percussive sound, possibly from a gong or large cymbal struck by a soft mallet. While most of
the sound decays as expected, the loudness of a high overtone remains static. These sound
objects contain two parts, each with a different sustainment type: the main part of the sound is a
short sound with resonance (sustainment category 2), while the emphasized overtone is held with
slight irregularities (sustainment category 3c.) Because these examples combine multiple
sustainment categories in a unified sound object, they are appropriate for sustainment category
6a (stratified sustainment).

Figure 3.34 Sound objects 5 and 18
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Sound objects 20, 33, 34, and 78 are like the previous examples in that they are metallic
percussion sounds with an emphasized component that has an independent sustainment
trajectory. However, rather than an overtone, it is the fundamental frequencies which are
emphasized. Among these examples, there are no shared source recordings. Generally, these
sound objects are less noisy and complex than the previous examples, with sound objects 33 and
78 having a clear pitch. Another distinction from the previous examples is that the emphasized
frequencies crescendo to a strong peak before decaying, rather than holding steady at the same
loudness. This creates a more dramatic distinction between the percussive onsets and the
emphasized fundamentals. This difference is exaggerated even further in sound object 34 when
the fundamental frequency starts from silence, with a brief delay before the swelling to a strong
peak.

Figure 3.35 Sound Objects 20, 33, 34, and 78

All these percussive sound objects with emphasized frequencies were likely created by
cleverly manipulating the recording process with simple techniques. Schaeffer was open to
highlighting different aspects of a sound with unusual microphone positioning, comparing it to
the lighting and camera angle choices made by a photographer. 30 He also manipulated the
dynamics of a sound during the recording process, writing “a skillfully handled potentiometer

30

Ibid., 326.
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can be as effective and subtle as the violinist’s bow.”31 To create the sound objects with
emphasized frequencies, the metallic objects were likely recorded with two microphones
positioned to emphasize different frequencies, while the volume of each was manipulated
independently. Schaeffer described this technique in the treatise, writing: “…a metal sheet
recorded on two microphones, the first recording a complex bass resonance, the second locating
a high tonic partial (the intensity of the sound is kept constant by raising the level on the
potentiometer for about half the duration of the resonance)…”32
In another example of overlap between sustainment categories, sound object 43 includes
multiple parts both in succession and simultaneously. It could therefore be considered for both
sustainment category 6a (stratified) and 6b (composite). The parts in succession will be discussed
in section 3.12.3. The simultaneous components occur during the second part of the sound. It is
like the previous examples, where an emphasized overtone has an independent sustainment,
ending suddenly earlier than other frequencies in the sound. This aspect of the sound object is
subtle and occurs during a dense moment. It may require multiple hearings while following the
transcription to hear it clearly. On the other hand, the successive parts of this sound object are
very clear and immediate. Therefore, the primary category for sound object 43 will be
sustainment category 6b (composites).

31
32

Ibid., 329.
Ibid., 369.
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Figure 3.36 Sound object 43

3.12 Category 6b: Composite Sustainment
Distinguishing between composite & non-composite sound objects highlights one of the
fundamental challenges of reduced listening: to identify where one sound object ends and
another begins. In Schaeffer’s music, making this determination is usually straightforward for a
few reasons. First, the textures are sparse, with rarely more than two sounds occurring
simultaneously. Second, he tends to use sounds with clear beginnings and endings. Perhaps his
interest in reduced listening explains these qualities of his music.
However, delineating each sound object becomes complex with the introduction of the
concept of a composite sound, where a single sound object is made of multiple parts in
succession. Iterative sounds and accumulations are examples of sound object types which have a
clear reason for grouping together many small parts. On the other hand, composite sounds are a
much more open-ended category. When transcribing a piece, there are often situations where it
feels equally appropriate to notate something as a group of sound objects or a composite. This
kind of contextual flexibility is not out of line with Schaeffer’s thinking, but it should not be used
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as an excuse to make arbitrary decisions. Therefore, it is important to clarify the distinction
between composite and non-composite sounds in the context of this analysis.
For a hypothetical example of this challenge, imagine hearing a rapid ascending arpeggio
played on a piano. This could be transcribed as a broken chord or a rapid rhythmic phrase. While
the concept of a composite sound does not exist in traditional music, let’s attempt to apply it to
these this example. The broken chord is like a composite sound, where the rhythmic separation
of the notes is an expressive modification of a simultaneous chord. On the other hand, the
rhythmic phrase is not a composite, with each note existing independently in time. Determining
which of these notational strategies is most appropriate depends on context. For example, you
might consider the notational norms of the genre, era, composer, and tradition in which the piece
comes from.
In returning to the piece at hand and musique concrète in general, the notational and
conceptual norms we might look to for context do not exist. When hearing a rapid succession of
notes, it is difficult to determine if it should be transcribed as a unity or not. Therefore, in this
transcription, I am proceeding with a limited definition of composite sounds based directly on
the examples given by Schaeffer and Thoresen. These examples will be unpacked in the
following sections.

3.12.2 Composite Norm 1: Schaeffer’s Swell Norm
One example of a composite sound object comes from the same chapter of Schaeffer’s
Treatise as his description of The Study of Sustained Sounds. He describes how the sound of a
metal sheet and a low piano note can be layered and crossfaded to create a composite sound
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object.33 In this example, he acknowledges that these two parts may or may not be perceived as a
unified composite depending on how they are combined. He emphasizes the importance of
dynamic profile, writing “if the dynamic profiles match and complement each other to the point
that they simulate true unity of facture, we will only hear one sound object.” 34
A set of related audio examples can be found in Schaeffer’s Solfege de l’objet sonore. In
the examples, Schaeffer examines a strategy for highlighting the similarities between distinct
sounds.35 He uses two source recordings: a bowed metal sheet, and a piano chord that imitates
the spectrum of the metal sheet. The first example includes both sounds edited to remove their
attacks. In this form, they sound similar. The second example includes the same sounds with
their original attacks. This time, they sound very distinct from each other. The importance of a
sound’s attack in defining its timbre and identity is a fundamental concept for Schaeffer. 36 To
improve the connection between these two sounds, a third example arranges them like the sound
described in the previous paragraph. It includes both sounds without attacks, played one after the
other with no pause, with the first sound reversed. The reversed sound crescendos and smoothly
transitions into the second sound which decrescendos. By imitating this familiar swelling
dynamic profile, like a bowed or blown instrument, these two distinct sounds are joined into a
single composite sound object. For a spectrogram of this example, see Figure 3.37.

33

Ibid., 371.
Quote from Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 371. Facture is defined as “…a
quality perceived in a sound object that communicates how the sound might have been made.” John Dack, Sound
Objects, 40.
35
Schaeffer, Pierre, and Guy Reibel. Solfège de l’objet sonore. Translated by Livia Bellagamba and Laura Acuña.
Paris, France: INA-GRM, 2005. CD 2, Examples 63-65, Page 53.
36
Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 176-178. “…the perception of potential timbre-melodies is masked by pitchmelodies which ‘unfailingly dominate when they are used as values.’ For a timbre-melody to have any chance of
being perceived, the pitch of the sounds must remain the same from one note to the other all the time…”
34
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Figure 3.37 Spectrogram of Pierre Schaeffer, Solfège de l'objet sonore, CD2, Example 65.

In summary, Schaeffer’s example establishes a norm for identifying a certain category of
composite sounds in Etude aux allure. This norm will include sounds made from two sustaining
parts with similar harmonic spectra, connected by a crossfade or smooth transition, with a
dynamic profile that emphasizes their unity rather than their distinction. Moving forward, I will
refer to this as the swell norm, named after the crescendo-decrescendo dynamic profile of
Schaeffer’s audio example.

3.12.3 Examples of the Swell Norm
There are several sound objects in Etude aux allure which fall into the category of swell
norm composites. Let’s begin with the clearest examples, which occur at the end of the piece.
Sound object 86 includes two parts of about equal duration. Both parts have complex mass and
appear to be recordings of cymbals or metal sheets. The second part is slightly lower than the
first. The first part is reversed, acting as a gradual attack which transitions almost imperceptibly
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into the second part, which gradually decays. The timbral similarity, durational symmetry, and
smooth transition make this the strongest example in the etude.

Figure 3.38 Sound Object 86.

Sound object 79 also includes two similar parts. Both appear to be recordings of bells
with inharmonic spectra in similar registers. Again, the first part is reversed creating a gradual
attack, which is interrupted by the strong percussive second part, which gradually decays. While
this transition isn’t as smooth as the previous example, the overall dynamic profile works as a
unified swell.

Figure 3.39 Sound object 79.
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There are also many examples of sounds which relate to the swell norm with less clarity.
The following examples have some differences from the swell norm but were ultimately similar
enough to be transcribed as composites.
Sound object 41 begins with a reversed metallic sound which gently crescendos into a
sudden but clean transition to another decaying metallic sound. While the spectra of these sounds
are quite different, they are close in register and the overall dynamic profile is strong enough to
unify them into a composite.

Figure 3.40 Sound object 41

Sound object 43 is made of two bell sounds, with the first reversed. While categorizing
this example as a composite feels uncontroversial, it has an unusual feature: the second part has
multiple layers, making this both a composite and stratified sound object. Hearing this is
challenging because the second part begins simultaneously with sound object 44, which is a
bright buzzing inharmonic sound. Sound object 44 is not considered a part of 43 because it has
enough distinct characteristics: an independent allure, dynamic profile, and ending. The
memorable buzzing sound is also used many times throughout the piece, so by this point in the
piece, its identity has already been clearly established as separate from 43. The multiple
simultaneous layers of the second part of sound object 43 can be distinguished by their allure
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speeds and endings. The higher sound has a rapid allure and ends around 1:55, while the lower
sound has a slower allure and ends about three seconds later. This moment in the piece is
particularly difficult to parse because the independence of each layer is primarily perceived
through endings. Therefore, they can only be identified in retrospect or by repeated listening to a
looped excerpt.

Figure 3.41 Sound object 44

Sound object 6 is the weakest example of a swell composite. It begins with a high pitch
with no overtones, and transitions into a bright, plucked, inharmonic decaying tone. While the
first part doesn’t crescendo, it has a very gradual onset building up to the second part. While the
spectra of these sounds are very different, the second part includes frequencies just above and
below the tone of the first part, creating the impression that the first tone harmonically “blooms”
into the plucked sound. This clearly isn’t a perfect example of the swell norm, but to my ears, the
connection between the two parts outweighs their differences.
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Figure 3.42 Sound object 6

Before moving on, we will examine a few examples which are similar to the swell norm,
but with strong enough differences that they were transcribed as distinct sound objects rather
than composites.
Sound object 4 is a chord of pitched tones, and sound object 5 is an inharmonic metallic
percussive sound, possibly a gong. At first, the smooth transition between these sounds, where 5
interrupts 4 with no overlap, indicates that it might be a composite. However, with very distinct
mass types and spectral registers, the sounds are too different to hear as a composite.

Figure 3.43 Sound objects 4 and 5
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Sound object 26 is an accumulation of complex percussive impulses, which increase in
speed with a brief dynamic crescendo and decrescendo. It is interrupted by sound object 27,
which is an inharmonic percussive bell tone. The increasing speed of 26 paired with the
percussive decay of 27, along with the smooth transition between the sounds, suggests that they
could be heard as a composite. However, the dynamic profile of the two parts does not create a
unifying swell. Also, the timbres and registers are extremely distinct from each other. Therefore,
sound objects 26 and 27 are transcribed as two distinct sound objects.

Figure 3.44 Sound objects 26 and 27

There are also several non-composite examples which included more than two parts.
Sound objects 11-15 are an interesting example. This moment includes three sound sources
which are transposed to create an interlocking pair of melodic sequences. Sound objects 11 and
15 appear to be created from the same source recording of a frequency modulated pitched tone.
15 sounds an octave higher than 11, indicating that the playback speed of the source recording
has been doubled. In Figure 3.45, the shared source recording is represented by green. Sound
objects 12 and 13 also come from a shared source recording of a buzzing inharmonic tone. This
is the same source recording from sound object 44. Again, sound object 13 is higher than 12,
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indicating doubled playback speed. In Figure 3.45, the shared source recording is represented by
pink. Lastly, sound object 14 is a swelling inharmonic metallic sound.
Like the previous example, the way these sounds interrupt each other suggested the
possibility of unity, suggesting two simultaneous swell composites. The first would be made of
three sounds: 12, 13, and 15, and the second would be made of two: 11 and 14. In Figure 3.45,
these two groups of sounds are enclosed in dashed boxes. Unfortunately, neither quite hold
together. The upper voice, besides having too many sounds, has a static dynamic profile, and
therefore doesn’t feel unified by a swell. Instead, I find it more convincing to hear this as a
melodic motive with three notes. The other potential composite is the lower voice. While these
sounds are very close in register, their dynamic profiles are even less convincing, with a brief
pause between them, and the second sound swelling from silence.
By distinguishing these two simultaneous sequences, an interesting quality of this
moment has emerged. The green sound source, in jumping up an octave, is present in both
phrases. Even with the timbral similarity between sound objects 11 and 15, registral similarity
has grouped them with others. This exemplifies Schaeffer’s belief that pitch relationships were
extremely strong and would often mask the perception of relationships between other sonic
characteristics.37 This led him to prioritize non-pitched sounds and typically avoid arranging
sounds in a way that could be heard melodically. While this example includes both pitched and
inharmonic sounds, it confirms that a melodic motive can overshadow timbral connections.

37

Ibid., 43.
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Figure 3.45 Sound objects 11-15.
Colors indicate shared source recordings, while dashed boxes outline motives.

The last example is the phrase formed by sound objects 80, 81, 82, and 83. Sound object
80 is a reversed inharmonic bell forming a 6 second crescendo. Sound object 81 is a brief
ascending complex sound, which sounds like a whip or a swipe sound. Sound object 82 is a
metallic impulse, in a similar register to 80. Sound object 83 is an inharmonic metallic
percussive sound with a gradual decay lasting about 10 seconds to the end of the piece. The
characteristics of all these sounds are quite different. However, the crescendo and decrescendo
are very long, forming a clear dynamic swell. This creates a sense of unity that almost eclipses
the enclosed additional sounds. Following our conservative approach to identifying composite
sounds, this group will be transcribed as four independent sound objects. To me, it is too
different from the established characteristics of the swell norm to be considered as a composite.
However, this example points to the possibility of more complex composite sound objects, which
could be the subject of a separate analysis.
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Figure 3.46 Sound objects 80, 81, 82, and 83

3.12.4 Composite Norm 2: Thoresen’s Grace Note Norm
Another example of a composite sound object comes from Thoresen’s description of the
Aural Sonology symbols.38 He describes how the category of composite sound objects will
contain many subcategories, ranging in complexity. He proposes a few simple and traditional
examples: “…a grace note added to (or inserted into) a main note, or a trill or mordent.” 39 He
also suggests the possibility of identifying more complex examples: “Moving towards greater
unpredictability, we can add more notes, let them be more diversified in the sound spectrum,
and/or let the iteration pulse become increasingly irregular.” 40
Continuing the limited approach to identifying composite sound objects in this analysis, I
will focus on the simple examples and ignore the more complex ones. In the context of Etude
aux allure, I suggest the grace note norm for identifying composite sound objects. Grace note
composite sounds will have two parts: a weaker “grace note” sound which is quickly followed by
a stronger “main note.” This subcategory will be limited to pairs of sounds with similar
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characteristics. The reason for this further limitation is to avoid broadly grouping any two sounds
that occur in quick succession. Instead, I would like to focus on pairs of sounds which are truly
perceived as a unity and remain open to the possibility that some of these pairs will be perceived
as multiple, independent sound objects.

3.12.5 Examples of the Grace Note Norm
Sound object 11 is a modulated pitched tone that begins with a double articulation. First it
begins in the right channel, immediately followed by the same sound in the left channel. Both
sounds sustain, resulting in a blended sustained tone which is perceived as slightly left of center.
While differences in panning would usually undermine the unity of potential grace note
composites, it is not a problem here because the sustaining sounds in the left and right channel
are identical. Therefore, rather than hearing two distinct spatial positions, it is as if the sound
jumps from left to center at the articulation of the second part. The effect is almost like two
performers of the same part in an orchestra accidentally entering out of sync.

Figure 3.47 Sound object 11

Sound object 37 is another grace note composite made of two bell sounds. It begins with
a lower, pitched impulse, which is interrupted by a higher inharmonic sound that begins decaying
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naturally before it is suddenly cut off. While the first part has a few inharmonic overtones, its
fundamental is strong enough that it was transcribed with a pitched mass. The second part has a
much more complex spectra and was transcribed with a dystonic mass. Despite this difference,
the sounds are similar enough in timbre and register to be heard as a unified composite.

Figure 3.48 Sound object 37

Sound object 21 includes a percussive bell sound followed by a bright buzzing tone with
a sudden onset and ending. Both sounds are in approximately the same position left of center.
While the timbres of these dystonic sounds are quite different, the rhythm, register, and spatial
position unify them. I imagine the second sound as a sudden modification of the first, as if a
rattling piece of metal was loosely touched to the surface of a resonating bell.
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Figure 3.49 Sound object 21

Sound objects 51, 60, and 61 are related examples of grace note composites. Each of
these sounds are made of static sustaining inharmonic tones. This is the same source recording
which has been used through the “melodic” section of the piece, which was discussed in sections
3.5, 3.7, 3.9, and 3.10. As mentioned, each phrase in this section focuses on increasingly
complex sustainment types. Sound object 51 is an outlier in the first phrase, which mostly
focuses on fixed sustainment. Sound objects 60 and 61 make up the entirety of the third phrase.
Within the melodic section, most sound objects range from roughly 0.5-2 seconds. Therefore, the
extremely brief and slightly quiet impulses that initiate sound objects 51, 60, and 61 are clearly
weak notes relative to the longer and louder main notes.
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Figure 3.50 Sound objects 51, 60, and 61

Beyond these six examples of grace note composites in Etude aux allure, many more
were considered. The remainder of this section will go through several examples which were
considered but not categorized as grace note composites.
Between the four phrases of the melodic section, there are several punctuating sounds.
There are three main kinds of punctuating sounds: a high “scraping” sound (sound objects 45,
62, 70, and 73), a wood block (sound objects 47 and 57), and various metallic percussion (sound
objects 52, 58, 63, 69, 71, and 74). There are also a few other sounds in this section, which will
be discussed in the next paragraph. These punctuating sounds often occur in groups of two,
suggesting the possibility of grace note composites. However, none were transcribed as
composites because the timbre and register of each sound was judged to be too distinct.
Additionally, because these recognizable sounds are repeated so often in this short section, their
independent identities are established, making it more difficult to hear them as blended with
another sound. Therefore, all these sound objects were transcribed as independent sound objects.
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Figure 3.51 Sound objects 45, 47, 57, 58, 62, 63, 73, and 74.

Within the melodic section, there are two other categories of punctuating sound objects
which occur grouped together. The first is the “buzzing” sound which we have heard previously
(for example, in sound object 10). The second is a chord of pitched sounds which is also repeated
and varied many times throughout the piece (for example, in sound object 4). In the melodic
section, this group of two sounds is heard twice. First, sound objects 65 through 68 is a rapid
alternation between the buzzing and the chord. Second, sound object 75, the buzzing, and 76, the
chord, are extremely short fragments leading into a long metallic resonating sound. For both
examples, the rapid succession and brevity of these sounds suggest a potential grace note
composite. However, again because these sounds are so distinct, and because their identities have
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become so recognizable by this point in the piece, they are transcribed as independent sound
objects.

Figure 3.52 Sound objects 65 through 68 and 75 through 77

While a quick succession between two sounds suggests a potential grace note composite,
in a few cases, differences in note endings and spatial position convinced me against this
categorization. Sound object 2 is an inharmonic bell, and sound object 3 is a high-pitched tone
with only a few simple overtones. While these are both metallic, the independent note endings
along with the registral and spatial differences created the impression of independent sound
objects.

Figure 3.53 Sound objects 2 and 3.
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Sound objects 8 and 9 were a more difficult decision because they are very similar bell
sounds. However, they are spatially separated, breaking apart their potential unity. Additionally,
the higher rhythmic density of this moment in the piece suggests that the duration between two
sound objects could be thought of as fast rhythmic values, rather than as loose expressive grace
note timing.

Figure 3.54 Sound objects 8 and 9

Lastly, I will return to sound objects 80-83, which can be found in Figure 3.46. This
group of sound objects was previously considered as a potential variation of a swell composite.
By ignoring sound object 80, sound objects 81, 82, and 83 could be also considered a potential
grace note composite, with the first two acting as a double grace note leading up to 83 as a main
note. The timbre and register of these sounds are too distinct for the current context, so the
categorization of these sounds as independent sound objects will not change. However, in a
future study of complex composites, this group of sound objects could be considered a hybrid
between the swell norm and the grace note norm.
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3.12.6 Conclusion
This section has demonstrated one of the challenges of transcribing Schaeffer’s music
with his own theory: clear boundaries must be drawn between categories which are intentionally
continuous. This reinforces the circular dialogue between prose composition and translation,
where strict categories establish a rigorous practice, and blurred lines avoid uninspiring rigidity.
By exclusively focusing on the simplest norms in this analysis, I do not intend to deny the
existence of more complex composite sound objects, and of the boundlessness and flexibility of
musique concrète. The need to establish these norms is a response to the taxonomical nature of
Schaeffer’s compositional plan, which is serving as the framework for this analysis. It is a side
effect of converting a loose compositional plan into an analytical tool. In other analytical
contexts, perhaps these types of norms could be avoided to better suit the open-ended nature of
the genre. But it is not without benefit: this thought experiment will test the boundaries of these
categories in the context of an actual piece.

3.13 Analysis of Principle 1: Distribution of Sustainment Categories
So far, this chapter has identified, examined, and categorized the sustainment of every
sound object in Schaeffer’s Etude aux allures. The purpose of this process is to make a
comparison between the etude and the planned Study of Sustained Sounds from Schaeffer’s
Treatise on Musical Objects. As a reminder, the first principle calls for six to twelve examples
from each of the eleven sustainment categories. Table 3.1 summarizes the distribution of sound
objects from Etude aux allures in each of these sustainment categories.
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Table 3.1 Summary of Sustainment types in Etude aux allure

Category

Count

Description

Symbol

1

6

Short Sounds (Impulses)

2

24

Short Sounds with Resonant
Endings

3a

4

Fixed Sustainment

3b

7

Modulated Sustainment

3c

8

Active Sustainment

4a

6

Irregularly Fluctuating
Sustainment

4b

5

Vacillating Sustainment

5a

5

Accumulation

5b

0

Iterated Sustainment

6a

11

Stratified (layered)

6b

11

Composite (parts in
succession)
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Ten out of eleven sustainment categories are represented in the piece. Six of these
categories are within the expected range. One category is over-represented with too many
examples, three are slightly under-represented, and one is omitted entirely. The following
paragraphs will explore potential reasons for these discrepancies.
Sustainment category 2 (short sounds with resonant endings) is over-represented with 24
sound objects, twice the expected maximum range. One possible reason for the great number of
sound objects in this category is Schaeffer’s focus on metallic sounds in this piece. Metallic
sounds often have strong and complex allure, which explains why they are so prominent in this
study. Schaeffer described several techniques to create sound with a metal sheet:
“All sorts of percussive or sustainment factures, using many a stimulator, are possible:
various drumsticks, used in all sorts of ways, from simple percussion to a continuous roll;
scratching, also going from the mellow to a screech, through staccatos where the
material of the stick comes into play: wood, metal, rubber, and so forth. Moreover, all the
interesting places on the sheet metal can be explored: the surface, the edge, and
practically all the points where it is fixed or suspended; we can use various tensions,
degrees of flexing, and, finally, perhaps, coupling it to other resonators.”41
Even when creating continuous sounds, many of these techniques result in a gradual resonating
decay. Perhaps Schaeffer prioritized emphasizing the interesting allure of metal over his desire
to keep this sustainment category balanced with the others.
Sustainment category 3a (fixed sustainment) is slightly under-represented, containing
only 4 examples. Once again, this could possibly be explained by the fact that this study is
focused on allure, while fixed sustainment lacks this criterion. In a study purely focused on
allure, the presence of sounds with fixed sustainment may seem unusual. However, framing this
as a study of sustainment which was adapted to focus on allure can explain both the presence
and under-representation of this category.

41

Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 329.
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Similar reasoning could explain the omission of sustainment category 5b (iterations).
Defined by the rapid and regular repetition of short sounds, iterated sounds are unfriendly to
allure. Another potential reason for the lack of iterations is Schaeffer’s preference for “natural”
sounds including some irregularity. 42 Each sound object that seemed to have potential as an
iteration included some irregularity in rhythm or timbre. For example, sound object 30 includes
rapid identical repetition of a percussive sound (see Figure 3.30). But because the rhythm is far
from perfectly regular, it is more accurately categorized as an accumulation. 43 Of course, this is
not a perfect explanation, as the piece does include both short sounds and sounds lacking in
irregularity. However, these reasons can explain why Schaeffer may have intuitively avoided
including iterations.
Sustainment categories 4b (vacillating sustainment) and 5a (accumulations) are slightly
under-represented, each containing five examples. These two categories are what Schaeffer
would describe as “eccentric” sounds, which he believed to be less suitable for music due to “an
excess of originality.” 44 He described potential problems with incorporating eccentric sounds
into a piece, writing:
“If, in fact, one of these sounds happens to figure in a work, it is likely to grab the
listener’s attention, for, too structured, too unpredictable, and generally too bulky, but
always striking, it imposes itself at the risk of destroying any ‘form’ other than its own: it
becomes the central pivot of the structure in which it appears, rather than remaining
simply as one element among many.”
This aesthetic preference is a possible explanation for the under-representation of vacillations
and accumulations. While these sounds have great potential for interesting and complex allure,
Schaeffer believed they were musically problematic and difficult to combine with other sound
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Discussed in section 3.5.
Discussed in section 3.10.
44
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 360.
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objects. For example, sound object 64, a long and complex accumulation, occurs nearly in
isolation. In a brief pause, it is interrupted by a few other sound objects, but otherwise it does not
combine with other sounds to create a gesture or phrase, distinguishing it from the language of
much of the rest of this piece.
While the distribution of sustainment categories between the plan and the etude are not in
perfect alignment, they are quite close. If we include categories which are slightly underrepresented, the etude follows the first principle in most categories. Therefore, the findings of the
analysis in this chapter support the idea that Etude aux allures is strongly related to the
compositional plan for The Study of Sustained Sounds. I’d like to suggest that for Schaeffer, the
prose composition plan represented a typical starting point for a study focused on a broad
parameter of sustainment. Etude aux allures is an adaptation of this plan which has been further
developed to focus on allure, which is a more narrowly focused attribute of sustainment.
Lastly, I’d like to acknowledge that a theoretical plan made in advance is often
transformed during the process of realization. The experience of losing track of a plan is all too
familiar for composers and anyone involved in large scale creative projects. After describing the
compositional plan, Schaeffer wrote about the necessary balance between structure and intuition
in the process of creating sound works:
“Such work, we must admit, involves a certain aesthetic sense. We should note, however,
that an aesthetics like this is still instinctive, irrational, sensual almost… What is certain
is that the ill-defined freedom given to the performer of ‘any sound at all’ cannot be fully
exploited unless that performer submits to two disciplines: one involves the learning of
new instruments, leading to practical virtuosities in making and recording sound; the
other consists in rediscovering, through an imagination freed from known sonorities… a
way of reinventing sound.” 45

45

Ibid., 376.
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Chapter 4: Analysis of Etude aux allures as a Teaching Reel

4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, I suggested that Etude aux allures deviates from the hypothetical study of
sustainment because it has a special focus on allure. This chapter will examine the role of allure
in the piece. I will begin by defining another kind of hypothetical study called a teaching reel
and the related concept of deponent sounds. This will be followed by a survey of characteristics
which can be used to describe allure. Then, I will examine several sound examples from the
etude to show how it both emphasizes allure and demonstrates a wide variety of allure types.
Finally, I will demonstrate how allure is used to create a musical contour in a section of the
etude.

4.2 Teaching Reels
Schaeffer acknowledged that an etude focused on a particular parameter, such as the
planned Study of Sustained Sounds from the chapter 3, might be meaningless to an outside
listener. While the composer has memorized their sound materials and learned to focus on a
particular aspect, this will not necessarily be clear to anyone else. As a solution to this problem,
Schaeffer proposed a new kind of study called a teaching reel. Intended to prioritize
communication, the composer of a teaching reel must “make sounds specifically to illustrate
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these criteria more clearly.” 1 Chion suggests that Etude aux allures is an example of a teaching
reel.2
Teaching reels are presented as a progressive step beyond experimental reels, a more
general category of exploratory sound works. While experimental reels provide an opportunity
for the composer to gather and listen to sound materials, teaching reels are created with more
focus after these sounds are better understood. 3 In this analysis, I propose that Etude aux allures
might be understood as an experimental reel about sustainment which was further developed into
a teaching reel about allure. With a new focus on emphasizing allure, Schaeffer can let go of his
concerns from the previous study. This would explain why the distribution of sustainment types
in Etude aux allures is similar to the planned Study of Sustained Sounds, with a stronger
emphasis on sustainment categories which are friendly to allure.
Schaeffer describes teaching reels as a midpoint between a disordered collection of sound
objects and a genuine musical work. In a teaching reel, the sounds themselves are intended only
to prove that some sound criterion can be brought to the foreground. 4 On the other hand, genuine
music could be made if a piece is organized around abstract relationships, equivalent to pitch
intervals. Schaeffer’s goal was to create these types of relationships in some sound criterion
other than pitch.5 However, Etude aux allures most likely was not composed with the intention
of creating abstract relationships with allure. He considered this concept a distant goal which he
did not want to approach prematurely. 6 The journey towards a new music required many gradual

1

Schaeffer, Pierre. Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines. California Studies in 20th-Century
Music 20. Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2017. 388-9.
2
Chion, Michel. Guide to Sound Objects. Translated by Christine North and John Dack. London, 2009. 161.
3
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 388-9.
4
Ibid.
5
Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 45-47.
6
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 389.
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steps. Even by the end of his career, Schaeffer believed he never achieved this goal, suggesting
that his etudes would be better described as sound-works or sound-structures rather than genuine
musical works.7
4.3 Deponent Sounds
While Schaeffer does not discuss deponent sounds in the context of teaching reels, it is a
related concept that will assist our understanding of the role of allure in Etude aux allures.
Deponent sounds are defined by the absence or simplicity of some morphological component,
which can help to emphasize another. 8 For example, a simple droning sound with no dynamic
form or variation would be useful in studying mass.9 On the other hand, a sound with a static or
simple mass would be useful in studying dynamic forms. Simplifying one parameter removes
potential distractions from perceiving another.
Allure can take many forms. As a “meta” parameter, defined by the modulation of some
other parameter, there are many types of allure such as pitch allure (vibrato) or dynamic allure
(tremolo). These various types will be discussed in further detail in section 4.4. With this variety,
there are many types of deponent sounds which can emphasize allure. A deponent sound focused
on allure would likely be simple in whichever parameter is modulated. For example, pitch allure
would be easiest to perceive on a sound with an otherwise stable pitch. While the vibrato on a
glissando may still be perceptible, the vibrato will likely be overshadowed by the glissando.
Similarly, dynamic allure would be easiest to perceive on a sound object with a static dynamic

Hodgkinson, Tim. “An Interview with Pierre Schaeffer - Pioneer of Musique Concrète.” Recommended Records
Quarterly, 1987.
8
Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 111-3.
9
Example used by Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 399.
7
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form. In the broadest generalization, sounds which are static in pitch, dynamics, and spectra will
maximize the foregrounding of any kind of allure.
In some ways, many of the sound objects in Etude aux allures could be considered
deponent. Most sound objects in the piece have a stable pitch, which creates space for perceiving
subtle modulations. On the other hand, many sound objects have dynamic and spectral
movement, which is potentially distracting. When analyzing specific sound objects in section
4.5, it will be helpful to question whether examples are deponent. Making this determination will
not always be a binary decision. On the one hand, many sound objects will have some dynamic
or spectral movement and will not be maximally simple. On the other hand, this movement does
not always overshadow perception of allure. Therefore, it will be useful to distinguish between
sound objects which are deponent, distractingly complex, or somewhere in the middle. Rather
than expecting a Teaching Reel to exclusively include deponent sounds, they should be
considered one of many tools for foregrounding allure.

4.4 Classification of Allure
Schaeffer suggests two ways to describe and classify allure. The first strategy is based on
the level of regularity or irregularity in the modulated parameter. The second strategy describes
three attributes of allure: type, speed, and depth. This section will survey these concepts for use
in discussing sound examples in section 4.5.
According to Schaeffer, the primary importance of allure is its ability to indicate
information about whether the sound source is mechanical, living, or natural.10 For example, the

10

Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 443-444.
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ever so slightly irregular vibrato of a violin note indicates a living sound source, while the
perfectly regular vibrato of an organ indicates a mechanical sound source. 11 While the distinction
between these two examples is miniscule, Schaeffer believed our hearing is extremely sensitive
to variations in allure. He described human hearing as “…led by ancestral training in decoding
clues… capable of grasping second- or third-order information very easily and show[ing]
extraordinary skill in deducing from the smallest fragment of sound whether its origin is human
or mechanical, its character predictable or random.” 12
This concept goes against the practice of reduced listening typically associated with
Schaeffer’s work. He acknowledged that understanding allure through this lens required both a
deduction about the sound source along with an analysis of the sound itself. Ultimately,
Schaeffer outlines a complex and admittedly abstract matrix of nine categories of allure based on
these ideas.13 However, for the purpose of this study, sound examples can simply be categorized
as orderly, fluctuating, or disorderly. Orderly sound objects can have no allure or perfectly
regular modulations. Fluctuating sound objects will have slightly unpredictable allure. Disorderly
sound objects will be highly unpredictable.
The second categorical strategy recognizes three attributes of allure: type, speed, and
depth. These parameters are described in much less detail by Schaeffer as the “species” of
allure.14 However, this is the main strategy which Thoresen uses to transcribe allure.15 The three
types of allure are each defined by a different site of modulation: pitch allure, dynamic allure,
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Example used by Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 443.
Ibid., 444.
13
For further reading about the nine categories, see Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across
Disciplines, 444-446, and Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 178-183.
14
Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 446.
15
Thoresen translates the French word allure to the English word gait. While I appreciate that this translation is
more intuitive in English, I will continue using the term allure, which is used in the English translations by Dack
and North.
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and spectral allure.16 Thoresen’s symbol for transcribing pitch allure is a sine curve
superimposed on the continuation line after a sound object. His symbol for transcribing dynamic
allure is a row of diamond shapes beneath the continuation line of a sound object. Spectral allure
is the modulation or fluctuation of the brightness or loudness of overtones of a sound object.
Spectral allure is transcribed similarly to pitch allure, except the symbol is placed on the
continuation line of the symbol for an overtone rather than the main continuation line. For
examples of these symbols, see Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Aural Sonology symbols for various types of allure

Pitch Allure

Dynamic Allure

Spectral Allure

Allure can also be described by the speed and depth of modulation. Thoresen says that the
range of allure speeds is typically between about .5 and 8 hertz. However, in Etude aux allures,
there are many examples which are much faster, approaching the lower boundary of audio-rate
modulation around 20Hz.17 Both Schaeffer and Thoresen vaguely demarcate three levels of
speed: slow, medium, and fast. 18 While an in depth analysis of allure speed is outside of the
scope of this analysis, I suggest that it can be useful to use frequency doubling to determine the

16

Thoresen, Lasse. Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations. Studies in Music. London, Ontario: University of
Western Ontario, 2015. 280.
17
Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 270-280. He writes that allure is typically in the ranges
between “gesture-time” (25-200 BPM) and “ripple-time” (200-500 BPM). I converted these to hertz and rounded,
which is a more common unit for discussing modulation in the context of music production and synthesis.
18
Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 281. He uses the terms slow, middle, and fast. Schaeffer,
Treatise on Musical Objects: Essays across Disciplines, 464-477. The allure speed categories can be found in
Schaeffer’s “summary diagram of the theory of musical objects.” The translation by Dack and North uses the terms
tight, medium, and slack.
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boundaries between the three allure speed categories. This is like octave relationships between
pitches. For example, when comparing the two parts of sound object 79, I would intuitively
describe the allure of the first part as slow (approximately 3Hz) and the second half as moderate
(approximately 5Hz). Then, sound object 80 intuitively feels fast (approximately 10Hz). While
not exact, the moderate and fast allures are close to a doubling and quadrupling of the slow
allure. Therefore, in this analysis, I will consider allure slower than 5Hz slow, allure between
5Hz and 10Hz moderate, and allure faster than 10Hz fast. Of course, like many of the thresholds
I have discussed so far, these should be considered fluid and contextual. Additionally, I am
skeptical of relying too heavily on objective measurement because Schaeffer insisted on the
importance of subjective experience in reduced listening.
Allure depth refers to the amount of deviation from the average state of whichever
parameter is being modulated. 19 Again, this attribute is split into three levels by both Schaeffer
and Thoresen: shallow, moderate, and deep. 20 Like allure speed, the boundaries between allure
depth categories are subjective and contextual. While lacking in precision, these terms will be
useful for basic descriptions and comparisons of sound objects.
Table 4.2 Summary of criteria for describing allure

Criteria
Level of irregularity
Type
(site of modulation)
Speed
Depth

3 Levels for each criterion
Orderly / Mechanical Fluctuating / Living
Disorderly / Natural
Pitch

Dynamic

Spectrum

Slow (< 5Hz)
Shallow

Medium (5-10Hz)
Moderate

Fast (> 10Hz)
Deep

19

Thoresen, Emergent Musical Forms: Aural Explorations, 280.
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4.5 Sound Examples from Etude aux allures
This section will survey several examples from Etude aux allures to demonstrate how the
study foregrounds allure, encouraging the listener to focus on it. The examples will also
demonstrate how the study presents a wide variety of different kinds of allure, mirroring the goal
of the planned Study of Sustained Sounds. This collection will not exhaust all possible
combinations of criteria for describing allure. Instead, it will cover most combinations of criteria
from the first two categories listed in Table 4.2: the level of order (order, fluctuation, or disorder)
and the type (pitch, dynamic, or spectrum). As you will see, not all combinations of these criteria
occur in the study.
Table 4.3 Examples of various types of allure

Order

Fluctuation
Sound objects 53, 54, 55,
and 59

Disorder
No examples of
disorderly pitch allure

Pitch

Sound object 12

Dynamic

Sound object 4

Sound object 38

Sound object 29

Spectrum

Sound object 11

Sound object 63

Sound object 77

4.5.2 Examples with Orderly Allure
I will begin by examining several sound objects with orderly allure, which Schaeffer
would describe as indicating a mechanical sound source. The first example is sound object 12,
which I have previously described as the “buzzing” sound.21 Sound object 12 is a bright
inharmonic tone with perfectly regular pitch allure. The modulation speed is moderate at about
5Hz. The modulation depth is extremely shallow. This leads to the question of whether the
“buzzing” actually foregrounds allure, as would be expected in a teaching reel. With a stable

21

The “buzzing” sound source is shared between sound objects 10, 12, 13, 36, 44, 65, and 67.
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pitch and spectra, and a simple dynamic form, this sound could be considered deponent. There is
little to distract from the subtle pitch allure. However, the modulation depth is so shallow that it
is almost difficult to perceive at all. While sound object 12 lacks distractions, it also does not
seem to foreground its allure.

Figure 4.1 Sound Object 12, example of orderly pitch allure

Sound object 4 is a chord made up of seven pure tones.22 It has a dynamic allure resulting
from the beating between the two lowest tones in the chord. Because the pitches are stable, the
rate of the beating is perfectly regular and quite fast at around 12Hz. If the two lowest tones were
isolated, I would consider the depth of this allure to be strong. However, in the context of the
rest of the chord it is not as obvious, and therefore it is closer to moderate or possibly even
shallow. Much like the previous example, this chord is easily considered deponent because it has
a stable pitch, spectra, and dynamic form. Again, because the modulation depth is not especially
strong, I would not necessarily say this sound object was created with the intention of
foregrounding the allure.

22

The “chord” sound source is shared between sound objects 4, 35, 66, 68, 72, 76.
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Figure 4.2 Sound Object 4, example of orderly dynamic allure

Sound object 11 is a pitched tone which was categorized as composite because of its
double attack. It has a subtle spectral allure which begins after a slight delay. The allure speed is
moderate at about 6Hz. I consider the allure depth moderate because while it is subtle, it is not as
difficult to perceive as the prior examples. It is a deponent sound because it has a stable pitch and
spectrum. Aside from a quick swell at the beginning, it has a simple dynamic form. With its clear
allure and lack of distracting features, sound object 11 foregrounds allure as its most
immediately noticeable characteristic.

Figure 3 Sound Object 11, example of orderly spectral allure

While searching for examples of orderly allure in the etude, it was challenging to find
many beyond these three. While these examples are deponent, they are still very subtle, and the
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study does not include any more obvious examples. The sparseness of this category cannot be
attributed to technical limitations. Schaeffer’s studio included the resources for electronically
generating tones and modulating their frequency, amplitude, or spectra, which could have easily
created many more obvious examples. 23 Even if he were to exclusively use sound recordings to
avoid synthesized sounds, the extensive sound library at his disposal surely included several
recordings of vehicles, machinery, and other mechanical sound sources. Therefore, I would argue
that Schaeffer likely intended to minimize the importance of mechanical sound sources in this
study. Their presence may indicate that Schaeffer hopes to represent a wide variety of allure
types, but their subtlety and infrequency reflects his preference for natural sound sources, which
was discussed in section 3.5.

4.5.3 Examples with Fluctuating Allure
I will now examine several examples of fluctuating allure, which Schaeffer considered an
indication of living sound sources. Sound objects 53, 54, 55, and 59 are all variations of the same
bell sound that are presented in sequence, creating a short melodic phrase. They all have an
irregular and extremely shallow pitch allure. In fact, the depth is so subtle that I cannot make an
approximate measurement of its speed. I would not describe these sound objects as deponent.
While they have stable pitches and simple dynamic forms, the dynamics and spatial positions are
constantly changing. They also have severe timbral shifts which are the most immediately
noticeable aspect of these sound objects to my ears. That being said, the subtle pitch fluctuation
does play an important role in communicating a sense of “life” as Schaeffer suggested it would.
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This is especially notable when contrasted with sound objects 46, 48, and 56, which share the
same sound source without the pitch fluctuation.

Figure 4.4 Sound Objects 53, 54, 55, and 59, examples of fluctuating pitch allure

Sound object 38 is a pitched tone with only a few overtones. It has a very clear and deep
dynamic allure with a moderate speed at approximately 9Hz. The allure has a subtle swing,
alternating between slightly longer and shorter pulses. This slight fluctuation in speed combined
with subtle dynamic changes might indicate a living sound source. The dynamic changes are
transcribed with traditional notational symbols in Figure 4.5. These dynamic changes on a sound
with dynamic allure calls into question whether this example can be considered deponent. My
initial definition indicates that dynamic changes on a sound would detract from the clarity of
dynamic allure. However, in this case, I am still inclined to consider this a deponent sound
because the dynamic changes are so slight. Additionally, it has other properties of a deponent
sound like a stable pitch and spectra.
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Figure 4.5 Sound Object 38, example of fluctuating dynamic allure

Sound object 63 is a metallic percussion sound with a complex, multi-layered spectral
allure. This allure, shared with several other similar sound objects in the study, is an example of
what I will call a spectral “shimmer.” The shimmer is an allure where several overtones have
independent dynamic modulation, with distinct speeds and depths. The independence of the
various layers is visible in a spectrogram in Figure 4.6. To transcribe this unique type of allure, I
have combined three instances of the symbol for shallow spectral allure, each with different
speeds. With focused listening, or by filtering narrow frequency bands, it is possible to hear the
allure of individual frequencies. However, I would argue that the overall impression of the allure
of this sound object is a general sense of fluctuating movement as various layers blur together.
The fluctuation is subtle, so I am categorizing this example as fluctuating rather than disorderly.
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Figure 4.6 Sound Object 63, example of fluctuating spectral allure

Thus far, when determining whether a sound object is deponent with a focus on allure, I
have exclusively looked for static sustaining dynamics. However, to my ears, simple percussive
sounds with very gradual decays do not distract from perceiving allure. Therefore, I am
considering sound object 63 as deponent. While the allure itself is complex and would likely
require repeated listening to comprehend, the sense of fluctuation is immediately noticeable.

4.5.4 Examples with Disorderly Allure
I will now proceed to the final category and examine examples of sound objects with
disorderly allure, which Schaeffer associated with natural sound sources. Among the few sound
objects with disorderly allure in Etude aux allures, there are no examples with disorderly pitch
allure. Additionally, it was difficult to find examples which clearly distinguish between dynamic
and spectral allure. Rather, I found that these more chaotic sound objects were unpredictable in
both loudness and timbre.
Sound object 29 is an accumulation of noisy percussive sounds. The sound source
appears to be a recording of a metallic plate spinning on the ground, or pebbles chaotically
rolling around in a dish. This recording also appears to have been heavily edited, with
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simultaneous layers playing backwards and forwards at various speeds, and severe low- and
high-pass filtering isolating different parts of the frequency spectrum. When heard as a unified
accumulation, the percussive attacks blur together to create the impression of a very fast and
unpredictable dynamic allure. This could also be considered an unpredictable spectral allure, and
it may be pointless to distinguish between the two. As discussed in chapter 3, the unique filtering
of sound object 29 was transcribed with several layers of accumulation symbols. In Figure 4.7, I
have added the symbol for dynamic allure to each layer. Because there are so many complex
transformations in such a short duration, this sound object clearly isn’t deponent. However, this
does not necessarily mean the sound doesn’t emphasize its allure. Instead, the filtering might be
intended to move the listener’s attention from the full spectrum to the highest frequencies where
the allure is strongest.

Figure 4.7 Sound Object 29, example of disordered dynamic allure

The last example, sound object 77, is another metallic percussion sound with a spectral
“shimmer.” Compared to the previous example with a shimmering allure, this sound object has
clearer overtones, each with a deeper dynamic allure. While the shimmer of sound object 63 had
a vague sense of spectral movement, the allure of sound object 77 feels much more complex,
severe, and unpredictable. Because of this, I am categorizing the allure of sound object 77 as
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disorderly rather than fluctuating. With a simple dynamic form and a stable pitch and dynamic, it
is deponent. Its long sustain overlaps with sound objects 78 and 79, which have similar allures
that almost blend in with sound object 77. However, rather than being a distraction, this only
adds to the complexity, almost like a “harmony” of different allures. Like sound object 63, in
Figure 4.8 I have transcribed the spectral shimmer with three instances of the symbol for deep
spectral allure.

Figure 4.8 Sound Object 77, example of disordered spectral allure

By looking at several sound examples, this section has shown how Etude aux allures
surveys a wide variety of different types of allure. However, not all categories are represented
equally. Most notably, it was difficult to find examples of orderly or disorderly allure, while
there are ample examples of fluctuating allure. Like many of Schaeffer’s categories for defining
sound objects, he preferred balance, so it is no surprise that this study prioritizes sounds with a
moderate level of irregularity rather than either of the extremes. The examples also demonstrate
how individual sound objects in the study foreground allure to encourage focused listening.
Many examples were deponent, meaning they are very simple in certain parameters that might
distract from the perception of allure. However, many featured subtle or complex allure that may
not be as obvious to an inexperienced listener. In summary, Etude aux allure can be considered a
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teaching reel because it emphasizes allure and provides the listener with an opportunity to study
a wide variety of sound objects, ranging from subtle to severe, and simple to complex. However,
it is not a teaching reel which emphasizes allure at all costs. The examples are not maximally
clear, and certain categories which align with Schaeffer’s aesthetic preferences are prioritized
rather than evenly distributing the types of allure in the piece.

4.6 Analysis of the role of allure in the “melodic” bell section:
By encouraging a focus on allure, and presenting a wide variety of allure types, Etude
aux allures provides listeners with an opportunity to question the potential musical value of
allure. How exactly this might work is not predefined. In my own experience, each time I listen
to the etude, with slight modifications to my listening focus, I hear different threads of
interconnected sound objects. This section will provide a brief example analysis, demonstrating
how allure can be understood as a functional element in one section of the study, creating a
simple musical trajectory.
The section ranging between sound objects 46 and 64 is unified by a shared sound source
among most sound objects. The sound source appears to be a percussive bell sound with a simple
inharmonic spectrum. In chapter 3, I described this as the “melodic” section of the piece, which
is divided into 4 phrases. Now, I will argue that the level of allure irregularity is used to create a
musical trajectory, progressing from order to disorder.
The first phrase is a sequence of sound objects 46, 48, 49, 50, and 51. These are primarily
orderly sound objects with no allure and completely static sustain, suggesting a mechanical
sound source. Sound object 49 is an exception with a slight pitch fluctuation, foreshadowing the
next phrase.
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Figure 4.9 Phrase 1 of the melodic section

The second phrase is a sequence of sound objects 53, 54, 55, 56, and 59. Most of these
sounds have fluctuating pitch allure, suggesting a living sound source. This sense of life is
supported by slow and unpredictable dynamic changes and movement between the left and right
channels, creating a sense of expressive motion. Again, sound object 56 is an exception with no
allure, recalling the mechanical sounds of the previous phrase. Additionally, each of these
sounds ends with a few jarring timbral and dynamic shifts, foreshadowing the fourth phrase.

Figure 4.10 Phrase 2 of the melodic section

The third phrase is extremely brief and only includes sound objects 60 and 61. While the
sustains of these sound objects are static like the first phrase, they are both composite sound
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objects made up of two parts each. This could be considered a step towards the disjointed editing
characteristic of the fourth phrase.

Figure 4.11 Phrase 3 of the melodic section

The fourth phrase includes only sound object 64, which is a long and complex
accumulation. It is made up of fragments of the bell sound source, spliced and layered at
different pitches and directions, to create an unpredictable “cloud” of sound. When heard as a
unified sound object, the contour of these fragments constitutes a disorderly allure, with jarring
fluctuations in pitch, dynamics, and timbre. While the sound source is clearly the same
percussive bell, it now imitates the behavior of a “natural” sound source such as a pile of metallic
objects collapsing to the ground. This phrase marks the conclusion of this section of the piece
and the use of the bell sound source, reaching a climax of disorder.
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Figure 4.12 Phrase 4 of the melodic section

These four phrases show the strong musical potential of allure. By focusing on a single
sound source, the listener is encouraged to notice how it changes through various manipulations.
By progressing from orderly to disorderly sounds, these four phrases build in activity, energy,
and irregularity. This suggests the possibility of using allure irregularity as a central functional
element in a piece by creating more substantial formal contours. Perhaps, by correlating disorder
with tension and order with release, allure could be used to imitate the many forms of traditional
music which rely on this dichotomy.

4.7 Allure Calibrations
A calibration, a generalization of the concept of a scale, is “a graduated series of
different states of a criterion or dimension.” 24 Schaeffer identified two types of calibrations.
Ordinal calibrations allow for relative evaluations of degrees of a parameter. 25 For example,
when comparing the spectral brightness of a collection of sound objects, they may be ordered
from darkest to brightest. While this does create an ascending spectral scale, the interval between
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Chion, Guide to Sound Objects, 45.
Ibid., 45-47.
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each step is not measurable. On the other hand, cardinal calibrations have absolute differences
between each degree. For example, an interval between two pitches in a major scale can be
transposed while retaining its identity.
Ideally, Schaeffer preferred cardinal calibrations, as they allow for abstract relationships
which could replace the function of pitch in a new kind of music. On the other hand, the
“impressionistic” relationships created by ordinal calibrations were not as musically valid for
him.26 Despite this preference, he did not want to preemptively claim to have discovered genuine
abstract musical relationships before understanding our perception of each sound criterion. He
wrote, “We believe the present treatise aims to go as far as possible in this manner but that it
would be unwise, and doubtless unrealistic, to hope to arrive immediately at authentically
musical structures…”27 In the meantime, ordinal calibrations were useful as a step towards
musicality and a way to study each sound criterion.28
Section 4.6 demonstrated how the level of allure irregularity can be used to create an
ordinal calibration. This calibration has three degrees: no allure, subtle fluctuations, and
disorderly fluctuations. The four phrases create a simple musical trajectory by ascending from
low to high. This trajectory is not perfectly linear, with the first two phrases including out of
place sound objects looking ahead or behind to the irregularity level of other phrases. To my
ears, these imperfections make for a more convincing musical contour. Rather than coldly
ascending from one degree to the next, this contour is more in line with an intuitively composed
melody.

26

Ibid., 46.
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The use of an ordinal calibration positions Etude aux allures somewhere in the middle of
Schaeffer’s theoretical pathway from experimental etude to authentic music: Experimental reels
are the least musical, providing a composer with an opportunity to gather sounds, analyze them,
and create sequences without considering the experience of other listeners. Teaching reels such
as Etude aux allures are more musical, shifting focus to the audience’s experience and guiding
them to hear the potential musicality of a sound attribute. Finally, Schaeffer’s idea of authentic
musical works could be created once a perceptually powerful cardinal calibration is discovered.

4.8 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates how Etude aux allures lives up to its title by focusing on
allure in several ways. First, and most simply, most sound objects in the etude have allure. This
allure is often highlighted using deponent sound objects, which lack any distracting
characteristics. The etude also demonstrates a wide variety of allure categories, with many
combinations of irregularity, type, speed, and depth. Schaeffer’s concept of a teaching reel is a
useful framework for understanding the intended purpose of the etude. With its emphasis on
allure, the etude encourages listeners to focus their attention on this attribute and its potential
musical value. Beyond the modest goal of a teaching reel, this analysis also demonstrates how
the etude creates an ordinal calibration with allure irregularity, using it to construct a simple
musical trajectory.
As mentioned in section 4.5.4, it is notable that while the etude does highlight allure, this
emphasis is not as strong or as clear as possible. Many examples are subtle and complex, which,
despite the goal of a teaching reel, may not necessarily be obvious to all listeners. A possible
explanation for the subtlety of these examples is that Schaeffer intended to create this teaching
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reel within the boundaries of his own musical preferences: He preferred recorded sounds over
electronically generated ones, unedited recordings over heavily processed ones, and imperfect
“natural” complexity over “mechanical” simplicity. These aesthetic preferences were likely as
important in shaping the piece as the communicative goal of a teaching reel.
Ultimately, the planned Study of Sustained Sounds from chapters 2 and 3 and the
framework of a Teaching Reel from this chapter are both useful for understanding Etude aux
allures. While neither is a perfect fit, each can be used to understand how Schaeffer might have
organized his sound works, and how they reflected his musical priorities. With these analyses, I
do not intend to present a singular conclusive explanation of the etude. Instead, I intend to
demonstrate the process of experimenting with multiple possible understandings, with the hope
of creating potential pathways towards analyzing other sound works by Schaeffer. I believe this
approach is in line with Schaeffer’s thinking. As often as he would establish a strict rule, he
would blur the boundaries, attempting to account for the fluidity and complexity of human
perception.
I’d like to conclude by returning to the title of this project: “The theory is not yet music.”
These analyses do not argue one way or another whether Etude aux allures, nor Schaeffer’s
sound works in general, should be considered music. Rather, I hope to explain why Schaeffer
considered his lifelong search for new music a failure. His definition of music was
simultaneously radically forward thinking and deeply conservative. He imagined new ways of
listening, using technology, and incorporating everyday sounds into a musical language. At the
same time, the musical language he envisioned was so strict that he never created a piece that he
could consider authentically musical.
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In a pessimistic interview from 1986, long after he finished composing, Schaeffer seemed
to conclude that the experiments of musique concrete had failed to generate any authentic
musical works. He said, “…it will be when our contemporary researchers abandon their
ludicrous technologies and systems and ‘new’ musical languages and realize that there’s no way
out of traditional music…”29 His willingness to admit failure reflects an admirable commitment
to his beliefs. However, he did seem open to the possibility that his sound works, and those
created by his colleagues, could be considered a new art form distinct from music. He wrote:
“The world of music is probably contained within Do Ré Mi, yes; but I’m saying that the
world of sound is much larger than that. Let’s take a spatial analogy. Painters and
sculptors are concerned with spaces, volumes, colors, etc., but not with language. That’s
the writer’s concern. The same thing is true with sound. Musique concrete in its work of
assembling sound, produces sound-works, sound-structures, but not music. We have to
not call music things which are simply sound-structures…”30

29
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